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Twenty-six back copies of Chain Reaction
- all those published from Autumn 1976
(except vol 2 no 3, of which we will supply a reprint of the major stories) - are
available as a set for $35. Also available
are the four editions published in 1982,
for $8. Add another $2 to include this edition (no 31). All post free.

Autumn 1982, no 27 -

Anti-nuclear
1982, five articles, Worker health, Arid
lands, Barrier Reef, Franklin river, $2.00.

touring speclt1/1111
wide range gearing
comfortable saddles
racks - alloy/steel
panniers
lightweight camping gear
custom built
bicycles

Winter 1982, no 28 ·- Wollongong: jobs
and environment; latest Activists Contacts
di rectory, Consumer Interpol and Australian pastoral lands give-away.

Soring 1982, no 29 - Women and the
resources boom; Threats to Antarctica;
USA's Pacific military network; Trade
union and ALP uranium policy. $2.00.
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Thanks for an excellent issue
of Chain Reaction. In
De~pite your rather immodest particular we find your
approach to self-promotion I Backstage article 'Not Just
am forced to agree that Chain Green' to be a clear
Reaction is probably the best description of the realities of
the world today. The article
environment magazine in
'Shell 's Australia ... ' by
Australia. The major reason
Jenny Hocking is a perfect
to me is simply CRs
example of how the problems
willingness and ability to tie
encountered by many people
in the social, economic and
in differing situati,ons are all
political issues with the
interlocked and related.
environmental problems.
Keep up the good work.
I have no objections to
We find your magazine most
magazines, newsletters or
useful.
whatever approaching a
Irene Gale
subject from a purely
National Secretary
environmental or political
Campaign Against Racial
viewpoint. Diversity of
Exploitation
outlook is healthy for
Kensington Park, SA
democracy. Personally
though, I think CR is on the
right track and represents a
growing maturity in the
environment movement.
Along these lines I would
like to suggest a future
article on the 'green' party in
West Germany. I have heard
and read a few bits and
pieces about it recently but
nothing very substantial.
I'm sure CR can fill the '
information gap quite well
on what appears to be an
interesting development. The
pros and cons of their alms,
structure and strategies as
well as degree of progress
should also be quite useful
in stimulating thought and
debate. I hope you agree.
Keith Adkins

'Not just green' . . . ?

FOE GROUPS
Nuclear War Film
For 18 years Peter Watkins' remarkable
film , War Game , has been banned from
broadcast by the British Broadcasting
Commission and has not been shown by
I
other television networks.
Now Watkins plans to produce the
Nuclear War Film which will depict '
the present-day preparations for, and
the results of, a global nuclear conflict. Relaxing between meeting sessions. From left: Pat Lowther (FOE Collingwood),
Already in England secret legislation Nick Thieberger (National Liaison Officer) , Kim Robinson {FOE La Trobe),
has been prepared which strips the Denise Chevalier {FOE Collingwood).
public of all rights of movement ,
communication, medical services and
protest upon the threat of nuclear

Nat·IOnal meet1·ng

wa~atkins ' attempts to raise funding
from the film and television industry
have met with refusal and blatant
attempts to stop production of the
film. However fund-raising campaigns
are being organised in Britain, North
America, Europe and Australia . Individuals and organisations are asked to
P ledge financial support for this important film. At the moment people and
groups are simply required to let the
fund-raising committee know how much
they can give.

Th e national conference of Friends of
the Earth Australia was held near
Adelaide on 20 - 24 January 1983 . The
meeting called on the South Australian
La bor government to take immediate
steps to close the Honeymoon uranium
mine in line with federal ALP policy.
David MacKinnon , from Friends of the
Earth (Northern Yorke Peninsula) said
'We call on the South Australian ALP
to immediately make clear its position
with regard to uranium mining in the
state. '
The conference also called on the
Action : For more information and to pledge federal government to fulfil its interyour financial support contact the Peter national obligation to protect world
Watkins' Nuclear War Film Fund, c/- 366 heritage areas. 'This not only includes
Smith St, Collingwood, Vic 3066, or tele- the South West of Tasmania, but also
'-p_h_o_n_e_I_a_n_c_u_n_n_in_g_o_n_(_0_3_)_3_87_3_57_9_._ _ _--1 Kakadu National Park ,. said Pat
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of Friends of the Earth and some groups
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discounts at their bookshops. Enquire from
your local FOE group. Make cheques payable
to Friends of the Earth and post to the group
nearest you - see list at right. Donations are
very welcome. Contact us for details on how
to make tax deductable donations to FOE.

Lowther from Friends of the Earth
(Collingwood), 'This world heritage area
is under threat of devastation from
uranium mining on the boundaries of
the Park.' The conference expressed
its support of traditional owners who
are voicing their opposition to the
proposed Kongarra mine in the centre
of Kakadu National Park.
Representatives from Friends of the
Earth groups around Australia expressed
concern that the destruction of the
environment was being justified with
claims that these capital-intensive
developments created jobs. More jobs
would be created by more labourintensive,
environmentally-conscious
activities such as recycling and reafforestation .
NORTHERN YORKE PENINSULA, c/Valinor, 734 Moonta Mines, Moonta, SA 5558
(088) 25 2813

OAKLEIGH 1/7 Monash St, South Oakleigh,
yji; 3164 (03} 5794302
PERTH 537 Wellington St, Perth, WA 6000
(09) 321 5942

PORT PIRIE PO Box 7, Port Pirie, SA 5540
(086) 34 5269

RYDE 18 Kokoda St, North Ryde, NSW 2113

(02) 88 2429

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 310 Aqgas St, Adelaide,
SA 500Cl,j08J 223 6917, (08) 223 5155
SYDNE Floor 2, 787 George St, Sydney,
NSW 2000 (02) 211 3953
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND c/- SRC
University of New England, Armidale'
NSW 2350
'
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Guild of Undergraduates, University of
Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 6009
WHYALLA 77 Meares St, Whyalla, SA 5600
(086) 45 2457

CHAIN REACTION Room 14, Floor 4,
37 Swanston St, Melbourne, Vic 3000
(03) 63 5995, and Floor 2, 787 George ~t,
Sydney, NSW 2000 (02) 211 3953
NATIONAL LIAISON OFFICER Nick Thieberger, c/- 366 Smith St, Collingwood,
Vic 3066 (03) 419 8700
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'other' issues (which are
arguably environmental
anyway), is to be naive and
blinkered. This way of
thinking - a comfortable
reductionism - is the type of
approach taken by
bureaucrats, economists and
others. To see the world in a
reductionist way is patently
unreal and leads to a complete
lack of appreciation that
most environmental problems
are complex and interrelated
and that appropriate solutions
must be integrated and must
tackle the social causes of
the conflict. My
congratulations go wholeheartedly to the editorial
group and I would hope that

used on non-conservation
issues at the expense of
potentially successful
conservation campaigns.
For example the very broad
aim of changing the inequities
of society will take years and
if in the meantime scarce
resources are not concentrated
on large conservation
campaigns the natural
environment will fall apart.
There are other groups in a
democratic society, such as
the women's movement and
the union movement, that
can deal with the nonconservation issues that Chain
Reaction wants to treat.
Stephen C. Taylor
Castlecrag, NSW

Toxic wastelands

The article 'Sydney 's toxic
wastelands' glves a wildly
inaccurate view of the
activities of the Ecosystem
Group.
The Ecosystem Group has
never referred to anyone as
'hysterical and misinformed'
either in our submission or in
any other statement. We are
disappointed that you would
Reservoir, Vic
·print such an allegation
I would like to subscribe to
without evidence of its
Chain Reaction for the next
truthfulness. We think you
eight editions.
'owe us an apology for your
By the way, our household I am a regular reader of Chain others would see that this
error.
We have never, as the article
enjoys. the broader political Reaction and, yes, I have
shift in direction strengthens
suggests, uncritically endorsed
content of the magazine in
rather than weakens our
noticed 'a distinct shift in
the activities of the Sydney
contrast to the narrower
cause.
content of the ,magazine'.
Garry Werren Metropolitan Waste Disposal
coverage of more 'traditional' This shift is certainly
Melbourne,
Vic
Authority (MWDA). Our
conservation areas . Here in
warranted, although I see
submission, quoted out of
Darwin and Katherine there
from reading Bette Beck with 's I disagree with the idea that
context and then conveniently
are (as you probably must
Chain Reaction must spread
letter in the last edition that
ignored in the article, criticises
have heard) National Park
into issues that are not
not all FOE folk are entirely
the MWDA for the continued
devotees who are anti land
strictly concerned with the
enamoured with it . I would
operation of the Castlereagh
rights, including Northern
say to Bette that the magazine natural environmeFl.t:" After
dump and for lack of proper
Territory
Conservation
all, there is already too large
is, in fact, not departing
consultation with Castlereagh
Commission rangers at
from its 'original intentions - a number of strictly
and Fairfield residents, among
Katherine Gorge who are
the conservation, restoration conservation issues to
other points.
conducting a vigorous
handle adequately.
and rational use of the
The recommendations
campaign with a widely
If an extension is required
ecosphere'. Rather, the
made
in our submission,
distributed petition against
then
it
should
be
to
attitude of the magazine's
directed to the MWDA and
the Jayoyn land claim.
editorial group has , I believe, concentrate on educating
the NSW Minister for Planning
('You'd better hurry and see
school children of the need
matured a great deal and is
and Environment, include a
the gorge now before it's too pursuing these original
to preserve the natural
late' paranoias.) Anyway, we intentions in an integrated
joint state- federal inquiry to
environment.
resolve the problem of siting
might try to get some stuff
Side issues can help in
and realistic manner. To see
together for a bit of an
'environmental' probl~ms in a understanding conservation of a national incinerator and a
NSW state inquiry into the
article.
the natural environment hut
Jan Weate separate little box
construction of a liquid waste ""'
FOR
resources
should·not
be
unconnected
to
social
and
Darwin,NT
Chain Reaction 3
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residents' opposition to the
siting of an urban hazardous
waste plant , one can only
assume that the Ecosystem
Group does not oppose the
planned siting. After living in
the area for most of my life
I feel that such views should
not go unreported.
I feel that we should be
... treatment plant as an alternat- concentrating on the issue of
ive to the Castlereagh depot.
the real needs of the
Our submission primarily
community, and if a
~ddress~s the 98% of liquid
community comes out
mdustnal waste which could
decidedly opposed to any
(and in our opinion should) be urban siting of a hazardous
considered separately from
waste disposal plant , they
intractable wastes such as
should receive wide
PCB's and insecticide residues. environmental support rather
We discuss, but do not endorse than contempt, or a backdoor
the urban siting of a toxic
' approach for a rerun of a
waste incinerator .
revamped and newly packaged
We think it is worth noting proposal. Attempts at
that the author of 'Sydney's
muddying the waters will be
Toxic Wastelands' never
seen clearly by astute and
bothered to discuss the issue
critical environmentalists
of liquid and toxic waste
and a campaign strategy '
disposal with us. At the FOE
seriously questioning the
(Sydney) meeting of 31 July
need for industries produ ·ing
1982, a two-hour seminar on' hazardous wastes is being
the issue was planned for
pursued in Sydney. This time .
the following meeting of
of recession will either lead
27 August. Despite knowledge environment movements
of the planned seminar, he was into making concessions or
hopefully it will allow a
)lot present to discuss his
strong consolidation of gains
views on the issue. We find it
won over the last ten years .
ironic that his article points
out 'an urgent need to develop The decision is ours to
propose more positive
an acceptable campaign
strategy to prevent future en- employment and et:anomic
strategies which do not
vironmental disasters from
hazardous liquid wastes'. How pollute the environment.
does the author propose to
develop a national strategy if
Shell's Australia
he is unwilling to interact
with campaigners who were
If imitation is the sincerest
in his own local group?
form of flattery , then we
Annette Horsier should feel flattered that you
Robert Rands devoted so many pages of the
Newtown, NSW summer issue of Chain
Reaction to an imitation of
Wies/aw Lichacz, author of
the Shell Report. Al;is , the
'Sydney's Toxic Wastelands',
imitation only extended to
replies:
the form and not the
substance, and the writer,
It is rather unfortunate that
Jenny Hocking, covered
the Ecosystem Group have
much of the well-worn and
chosen to continue on a
charade of confusion through wrong-headed 'demonology '
about large corporations so
misleading refutations of the
'Sydney 's Toxic Wastelands'
beloved of so-called radical
groups.
article . Their assertions that
the author had not bothered
Jt would be both tedious
and futile to try to correct
to discuss the issue of
all the errors and half-truths
hazardous liquid wastes with
contained in your mis-report
them is incorrect. Many
but in the interests of accuracy
hours of carefully considered
you should at least correct
consultations, negotiations,
your files on the following
and questions, as well as
participation in a Castlereagh matters of fact, whjch could
easily have been verified if
Liquid Waste Depot site
your reporter had followed
inspection, were undertaken.
Without any indication of some of the basic rules of
journalism:
support from the Ecosystem
( l) Shell does not hold an
Group for the Wetherill Park
4 Chain Reaction

Australia is involved where
for eign equity exceed s 50%.
This conforms fully with
Australia's foreign investment
poli cy, as would any further
participation by Shell
Australia in coal development.
(5) The statement that
'Shell dominates the
international seed industry ' is
fanciful. Nor does Shell
control 30 seed companies
in Europe and North America
(p20). No evidence is
produced for the assertion
that high-yield plant strains
having a high dependency on
fertilisers and pesticides have
been developed and patented ,
probably for the very good
reason that there is no
evidence to support this
unjustified assertion.
Setting aside the emotional
content of the comments
!>lu.11, Au lr•la,: min<-d, rd lned and undemun..d about transnational
corporations, the fact remains
that international
corporations operating in
Australia are subject to laws
controls which exceed
'=--::--:---------__J and
those applying to Australian
The Shell Report (top),
companies. Ownership might
and 'The Real Shell
reside abroad , but control
Report' ( CR 30) below.
most definitely resides here
oil and gas exploration lease
with the electect Governments.
on the great Barrier Reef
Unpala table though it might
(p2 l ). We did have a permit
be to a few people
over offshore acreage at
international corp~rations
Maryborough , south of the
Great Barrier Reef from 1964 operating here do so with the
active support of the majority
to 197 l .
of the Australian people. They
( 2) The exploration licence
are responsible , to answer
at Adamsfield in South We t
your implied question , to the
Tasmania (p 21) was
peopl e of Australia.
relinquished in 198 2 .
Corporations , like individual
Following the unsuccessful
citizens , have rights and
legal challenge issu ed by the
Tasmanian Conservation Tru st obligation s which are set out
in 198 l , Shell voluntarily paid clearly in the Jaws of the
nation. Anyone who thinks
the court costs of both
th at th e laws a rc defi cient in
parti es.
(3 ) Shell has a 30% int erest an y ma tter is free to campaign
for a change in th e la w, bu t
in the Worsl ey alumina
n·fin ery in Western Au stralia , to suggest that Go vernments
a re powerless to control
not 33% o f th· Worsley
tran snationa l corporations is
aluminium· refin ery (p 20) . It
wilfully to ignore reality.
docs no t hold any interest in
Antho ny Adair
Alumax Bauxit-c Cor po rati o n.
Corporate Relations
(4) Comments about
Manager
further reducing local
The Shell Company of
ownership in the coal industry
Australia Limited
are a good example of halfMelbourne, Vic
truths. Take , for example , the
German Creek mine in
Jenny Hocking, author of
Queensland which began
'Shell 's Australia : mined,
production last year. Shell
refined and undermined' is on
has progressively reduced its
holidays. She will reply in
equity in this joint venture
the next issue
from 48% Lo 16-2/ 3% and
No dams
Australian equity in this
venture is 50'.if, . Indeed there
Th e major issue in th e South
is not a single coal-produ cing
West Dam debate concerns
venture in which Shell
the end use of the new power ... 3 9
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Australia's

doomsday
A recent issue of the environmental journal of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences,
Ambia, contains a reference
scenario in which 33 megatons of nuclear explosives
are detonated on Australian
targets.
The scenario was drawn up
by a panel of European
experts as a basis for calculating the human and environmental consequences of a
major n~clear war, imagined
to occur m 1985 . The scenario
is not extreme as it allocates
fewer than l 5 000 of the
50 000 to 60 000 nuclear warheads estimated to be in
stock by 1985, less than half
the available megatonnage.
The Australian joint parliamentary
committee
on
Foreign Affairs and Defence
says that only the USA bases

~*#.~El~~~~~~
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at North West Cape, Pine Gap,
~~~~fa and ~urrungar are likely to
be hit. The A mbio scenario
has at least l megaton falling
on each Australian city of

I

over l 00 000 people and
includes as targets: Cockburn
Sound; Jervis
Bay; nine
additional airfields; and seven
oil and gas fields.
The Ambia study concludes that more than half
the population of all cities
bombed would be killed
more or less immediately , and
another
quarter seriously
injured. When the secondary
effects of radiation sickness
and epidemics are included
the scenario suggests that well
over half of Australia's total
population would die, and
that most of its secondary
industry and transport and
energy networks would be
destroyed.
If this scenario is at all
realistic it puts into serious
question the parliamentary
committee's assessment that
the risks entailed in harboring USA bases 'are outweighed by the advantages
Australia derives from its
alliance with the United
States'.
Source: VAPS Newsletter, December 1982, published by the
Victorian Associaton for Peace
Studies.

Pacifist soldier Human robot
An

~~;~~~~~~~:~~=~~!~~!!~~~~~~!
Wet desert
The Indian government has
admitted the initial failure of
the USA$360 million dam
and canal project in Hoshangabad district , Madhya Pradesh
state , and is reviewing the
whole scheme. The project ,
on the Tawa River , was
meant to irrigate an area of
2600 sq km but it has turned
farmland into a 'wet desert '.
This is not an isolated
example cif poorly planned
irrigation schemes, as an
estimated 60 000 sq km of
once productive Indian land
have been lost recently
through waterlogging and

salinity caused by similar
projects.
Project authorities had
foreseen 30% see page losses ,
but the actual losses have
been twice that. lrrigation
has Jed to lower wheat and
maize yields , so angry farmers
have refused to repay loans
totalling
USA$6.5 million
from the state's Land Development Corporation.
The government is intending to try to rectify the problem with a drainage 'master
plan' but the West German
government , which partially
funded the scheme, is unlikely
to provide any more aid for
the project.
Source: Earthscan , October 1982.

ever-growing

group

of Japanese
scientists
have
begun a five-year project in the
joining
ranks
of the
military the
service
people
are new area of 'bioholonics' United Kingdom's Campaign the science of self-organising
for
Nuclear Disarmament life phenonema . The goal of
(CND). One soldier , Jeffrey the project is to develop
Clare, who publicly declared motors powered by biohis membership with CND chemistry , and even a 'biowas dismissed with 24 hours chemical computer'.
Professor Hiroshi Shimizu
notice.
The Army has stated that of Tokyo University has
there were no r~gulations already synthesised a molbanning soldiers from joining ecular motor. It was powered
CND. However, Clare had by muscle proteins and the
been given what was termed energy-carrying
chemical
an 'administrative discharge', adenosine triphosphate (betbecause his regiment con- ter known as ATP). His next
sidered he had 'lost interest'. project will pursue an idea
Clare found this baffling as for reconstituting elements of
his captain had told him that the nervous system into a
his work and attitude were sensor, possibly to make a
first class.
'feeling robot'. This would
Source:
CAN!:"
Newsletter be one step along the road to
December 1982, publislH:d by th~ a 'bio-computer'.
~ampaign Against Nuclear Energy, Source: New Scientist , 11 Novm Weskrn Australia.
ember 1982.
Chain Reaction
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Callous zealots
The 'right to Li fe' in the USA cology department head then
fr equently makes i'tself noto ri- went to the fam il y's home to
ous thro ugh the unscrupulous talk to the mo ther.
zeal with which it see ks to
Th e mother refused to Jet
prevent all abortions. In mid - them iH the door. Unabashed ,
1982 the Pro-life Action the group then telephoned the
League (PAL) sca ndalised girl from a neighbour's apartmuch of Chicago, Illinois, ment. Wh en the child came in
when it beseiged a family in from playing with friends the
an effort to prevent an group demanded to ta lk to
I I -year-old daughter from her alone.
having an abortion.
T he next day the zealots
Th e pro-lifers hired a picketed the hospital where
On 8 December I 98 2, the
body of Claude Henri Mathey detective to trace the gid 's they believed the abortion
was found in the Garonne , a mother after she sought an was to be performed. They
river which traverses the abo rtio n for her daughter. were apparently unable to
southwest of Fra nce and run s After several days the detec- locate t he girl again .
through
Golfech.
Claude tive located the family in a
Henri was very active in the housing project. Members of Source : Womanspeak, November
o ngoing struggle against con - PAL and a hospital gynae- 1982.
struction of a nuclear reactor
in Go lfech.
The anti-nuclear Comite de
Golfech believes that Claude
Henri was kidnapped a nd
murdered , and his body
thrown into the Garonne . It
has been reported that the
judge who handled the prelimin ary hearing su pects it
to be a political murder.
Police,
however
have
implied that Claude Henri
was killed because he was a
homosexual.

Activist
found dead

Source : World Information Service
on Energy, 17 December 198 2.

Srilankan
women's
strike

Chipko victory

Over 700 women textile
workers in Sri Lanka have
been ' o n strike for more t han
six weeks over dema nd s for
better pay, leave and co nditions .
The women employees of
t he Polytex Garments Company work for less than
USA $ ! a day . From Septemq_er to December 1982. they
attempted to get their co mpany 's management to discuss
a list of demands with t hem.
In December seven workers
were suspend ed fo r enforci,ng
a n overtime ba n , and since
t hen 700 have been on strike.
At a peaceful meeting,
women were forced to disperse by armed police wit h
threats of tear gas and the
arrest of their leader .
Source:
1983.

Tribune ,

26

January

The 'Chipko' movement, a opened the region to commertree-planting and t ree-protec- cia l logging firm based in the
tion campaign in the moun- plains. Local dissatisfaction
tainous region of India 's grew and in 1973 th e villager
northern state of ~ttar of Gopeshwa r confronted the
Pradesh, is t ryi ng to hall the co ntractor and staged an
deforestation which is threat- angry protest. T he action was
ening the environment of the successfu l and the contractors
Himalayan region.
backed down and moved
The movement began spo n- away.
taneously amo ng mountain
The movement has spread
villagers, mostly women , who throughout nea rby dist ric.:ts
saw how t heir hardship in- and is rapidly spreading to
creased as t he tree cover ot her states in India. In its
decreased. It is a unique eight yea rs of existe nce , the
ent ~r prise of poor people Chipko movement ha · become
fighting to save their wood highl y organised. Village c.:oresources and lo mai ntain opcratives have bee n set up .
the stab ility of the hills upon T he movement, with the help
whic h
their
livelih ood of
st ud ents
and
socia l
depends.
wo rk ers, is supporting an
Traditionally, lhe greatest exte nsive reforestation prosingle facto r in the protection gramme.
of lhe Hi111ala ya n forests was
t heir isolation, but this wus Source:
l:'11vironment
Inforeffectively ended in I.h e earl y mation , Uni ted Nat ion s l·. nvirnn- .
Pro)!ramrne, November
1960s. To meet increased mcnt
timber demands, authorities I 1982.
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National
coalition
The conservation movement,
through the National South
West Coa li tion (NSWC), has
recently decided to back the
Austra lian . Labor Party and
the Australian Democrats in
the coming federal election.
The NSWC' is a coalition of
sixteen Au tralian conservation groups. It was formed
in December 1982 as the
'Save the Franklin ' campaign
inte nsified. Lin da Parlane, a
spokesperson of the Tasmanian Wilderness Society's
Me lbourne branch, said:
Never before in it · history has
the 'green'i:onservation movement
taken a party political tand. The
dear no-dams policies or the
Labor Party and the Democrats,
in rnntrast with the pro-dams
position or the Liberals, has left
the movement no alternative but
to adopt this partisan stand.
The task which unites the
coaUtion is not imply protecting
the 1-ranklin River but all Australian . World Heritage areas,
ind ucting the Barrier Reer and
Kakadu "Nat ional Park; all will be
threatened if the l'rank lin g.oe
underc
The movement's adoption or a
party-politieal position, despite
the traditional support from
people or all politi,al persuasions.
is a clue to the diftkulty of
takin~ such a ·tand, :rnd an vi
indk~tinn or how important a ~
step it is for the movement as a
whole.
1 or the rirst time the .:onscrvat ion movement is prepared to
join to)!cthcr and how it strength
thro ugh the ballot bo,.

Disposal proposal
After the su ccessful opposition to a proposal for a
hazardous waste treatment
complex at Wetherill Park , a
western suburb of Sydney,
last year (see Chain Reaction
Summer 1982-8 3), and in
the light of the poor public
image of the Metropolitan
Waste Disposal Authority , the
NSW government has now
handed over the problem of
toxic waste disposal to the
State
Pollution
Control
Commission (SPCC)
Sydney residents will probably be presented with a
revamped proposal which
splits the treatment operations
in two . The first part will deal
with so-called non-intractable
wastes, which would be subject to biological and physical
treatments, and the waste
water disposed of by an
ocean outfall. Three-quarters
of the original waste will end

up in the ocean.
The SPCC appears to be
advocating that t here would
be 'substantially less environmental impact' than at present
if the treatment plant were
located close to the industrial
sources. They envisage the
main environmental effects to
be involved in the transporting
of the wastes. There would be
approximately 25 tanker trips
per day of liquid waste and
five trips for removal of solid
waste for landfill.
The second part of the
proposal is to incinerate the
intractable wastes such as
polychlorinated biphenyls and
chlorinated
hydrocarbons.
There is still a view that
incineration of these wastes is
the only option to be considered.
Action: Friends of the Earth
Sydney is collecting information
on the industries which produce

Parks vs people

-....,..

--

hazardous
wastes.
Anyone
interested in working out a
strategy to reduce the volumes of
waste produced should contact
Wieslaw Lichacz, FOE Sydney,
Floor 2, 787 George St, Sydney,
NSW 2000. Tel: (02) 211 3953.

from its Curacao Oil Terminal
in the Netherlands Antilles , a
Dutch territory, to South
Africa. Since the Netherlands
Antilles has no restrictions on
exports to South Africa this
activity does not itself breach
any embargo; but Shell has
refused to comment on the
possibility that the oil originated in countries which have
A report published in June agreed to the United Nations
1982 clearly implicates Shell embargo.
South
Africa
remains
as the company most deeply
involved in maintaining oil totally dependent on impo~t
shipments to South Africa. to meet its oil needs. This
It identifies 81 tankers as dependence has handed the
probably shipping oil supplies international community a
to South Africa. Of these most powerful weapon with
tankers, 19 were owned or which to enforce the isolation
of the regime. The persistence
chartered by Shell.
of companies such as Shell in
The
report,
whilst continuing the oil trade with
extremely detailed, is necess- South Africa is contributing
arily vague since the publi- to the endurance of that
cation of any information on country's apartheid policies.
South Africa's oil imports is
surrounded by secrecy . It
Source: Shipping Research Bureau
details the way in which Shell Report, Amsterdam, June 1982.
sends full shipments of oil

Shell
oils apartheid

National parks in many
developing countries may
have successfully protected
rare and endangered species
of animals and plants, but
they often have a harsh
effect on the local people.
Chitwan, established in
1973,
as
Nepal 's
first
national park, has helped to
restore depleted populations
of tiger, rhinoceros and other
animals. At the same time,
the park animals have caused
loss of human life, livestock
and crops. An estimated 30%
of the tiger kills in the area
are domestic cattle. Between
1978 and 1982 eight people
were killed, three by one
tigress.
Enraged
villagers
forced the park authorities
to shoot the animal to prove
they valued human life.
Villagers resent being no
longer allowed to graze cattle
in the forest, and being prohibited from collecting firewood , honey and other forest
produce - particl.!lfarly as
foreign tourists roam freely in
the park. Tourism in Chitwan
has generated a few new jobs
but has pushed up prices,
particularly food prices, very
sharply. The poor desperately
need the park's resources to
survive, and conservation has
no meaning for them if it
does not help their lives.
Source:
1982.

Earthscan,

December

Asbestos
law suits
In August 1982 the largest
asbestos manufacturer in the
western world , the USA Manville Corporation, filed under
bankruptcy laws for protection against the thousands of
lawsuits that have been
brought against the company
by workers suffering from
asbestos-related diseases.
It is uncertain exactly how
many workers have been
affected by asbestos. One USA
estimate is that 13 million
workers were 'significantly'
exposed between 1 940 and
1979. Of those still alive,
the death rate from asbestosrelated cancer alone is 8500
people each year.
The bankruptcy action has
brought lawsuits against the
company to a halt and will
prevent new ones being
brought. So far, 16 500 cases
have been filed against Manville but they say that claims
could reach 52 000 within a
few years.
Manville is a financially
healthy company . The bankruptcy action is simply
intended to insulate the company against the lawsuits
brought by workers suffering
from asbestos-related diseases.
Source: Work Ha zards, December
1982, published by Lid com be
Workers Health Centre.

-
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Solar breeder

Transition
Campaign Against Nuclear
Energy , South Australia, have
moved office to 291 Morphett
Street, Adelaide, SA 5000.
Tel: (08) 51 3821.
The Transnat10nal Cooperative (TNC) workers research
centre has moved to Floor 9,
Teachers Federation Building,
300 Sussex Street , Sydney ,
NSW 2000 . Postal address is
GPO Box 161 , Sydney, NSW
2000. Tel: (02) 264 3330.
The
ACTU
Working
Women 's Centre has moved
to ACTU House , 393 - 397
Swansto11 Street, Melbourne,
Vic 3000. Tel(03)347 3966 .

Antarctic
conflict

The world's first photovoltaic
'solar breeder' was recently
started up in Frederick, Maryland, USA. The solar panel
manufacturing plant uses only
the power provided from the
solar cells mounted on its
roof. The breeder's photovoltaic panels cover 2600 sq m
of the 40 degree sloping
southern roof uf the building.
The breeder has no connections to any electric utility.
Officials at the plant say
that the cells generate enough
electricity to run the manu- Buffaloes at the Tembeling river, Malaysia.
facturing operations and all
Negara, which. is particularly
its office needs such as lights
rich in flora and fauna . About
and typewriters. Heat, stored
in batteries, can provide power Malaysian conservationists are 7% of the park would have
for four consecutive days delighted over their govern- been flooded, about 70% of
without sun . Everything in ment's decision to abandon the ecologically valuable lowthe facility will operate either the Tembeling Hydro-electric land area, submerging archeological sites and displacing
directly from the solar cells Project.
As reported in Chain villagers.
or from the batteries.
Reaction Spring 1982 , the
Malaysia's Deputy Prime
Source: World Information Service dam was first proposed in Minister announced that the
on Energy , 10 December 1982.
1971 , but was shelved in Tembeling
project
was
1978 after studies by Soviet dropped because the nation 's
and Australian teams. The energy requirements could be
Tern beling dam was to stim u- met with existing hydro prolate industrial development in jects and the exploitation of
the state of Pahang, control natural gas resources. Howflooding, and provide a ever, it appears that the conrationale
for
widespread siderable opposition to the
logging. It would have been project , and 'environmental
constructed
in Malaysia's factors', played a part in the
only national park , the Ta man government 's decision.

Antarctic Treaty nations have
just concluded their second
round of negotiations to
institutional
establish
an
framework for mineral and
oil exploitation in Antarctica.
The meeting in Wellington ,
New Zealand, was mainly
concerned with discussions of
the conflict between claimant
and non-daimant nations
over sovereign control of the
resources and potential conflict with non-Treaty nations,
particularly countries of the
Third World.
For the environmentalists
in Wellington it was clear
that there was sufficient
evidence that the Antarctic;
Treaty nations cannot be
trusted to protect the Antarctic ecosystem. The only
guarantee of this would be in
declaring the area a World
Park. Such a designation
would also have the effects
of both resolving the major
z discord between the parties
~ over sovereignty and appeasd ing the Third World , who
~ presently see development as
a: benefiting only the rich
countries which are party to Adelie penguin jumping out
the Treaty.
of the sea.

Dam stopped

Enrichment
opposition
The shires of Pine Rivers and
Caboolture and the City of
Ipswich in Queensland have
dedared themselves nuclearfree zones. The declarations
are in response to proposals
for a uranium enrichment
plant in the region.
The declaration of Ipswich
as a nuclear-free city has the
full backing of the Ipswich
Trades and Labor Council ,
with all unions being asked
to· recognise the declaration
and refuse to handle uranium
being transported through the
city.
Caboolture Shire chairperson Alex Barr has spoken
out very strongly against
plans for an enrichment plant,
saying it would place a blight
on the town.
South Australia has also
been proposed for the siting
of an enrichment plant, but it
seems unlikely at present.
The premier of SA , John

~
Ipswich

Shkes declared nuclear free
zones.
Bannon , met with groups
interested in uranium enrichment in November 1982, and
afterwards commented that
his government would reject
any finalised proposal for an
enrichment plant if it were
offered then.
Source: Campai,:n A,:ainst Nuclear

Power Newsletter, January 1983.
L-------------.,....--------------- - - ·- - - -· ______ _ ______________
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Collectively speaking...
Have you spotted the difference?
Chain Reaction is now edited and
administered by the joint collectives
of Melbourne and Sydney. As part of
this major change in structure and
management practice, weekly collective
meetings in Melbourne now make all
decisions regarding editorial content and
policy, as well as general policy decisions
about administration and direction. The
Sydney collective, now contributing
Earth News and Reviews copy for each
edition as well as other material, is consuited frequently. Joint collective meetings, held after the publication of_ each
issue discuss and make decJS1ons
regarding future content, policies and
direction of the magazine. Both collectives are open to all ongoing workers of
Chain Reaction.
But why did we decide to establish
a collective? And, come to think of it ,
why do so many other political groups
choose to work within some form of
collective structure?
The obvious
general answer is that , in theory anyway, collectives allow each member to
share in the decision making and the
responsibilities of the group. However,
in practice that theory (like any other!)
needs to be _talked about a l<?t before
any attempt 1s made to apply 1t. _Otherwise the new structur_e can be Just as
misu_nders~ood, alienatmg, and ~pen to
~arupul~tJon as whatever bad old
h1erarch1c structure came before. So the
answer for Chain Reaction (to why "'fe
formed a collective, how we formed 1t,

and how it functions now) needs to
start by detailing how our previous
structure worked.
Prior to CR 30 the collectives were
involved in discussion of content and
administration aut ultimate decisionmaking power rested with the appointed
editors. This type of structure had
worked well for over two years, during
which time there was a steady increase
in the number of people working on
the magazine and becoming involved
in the collective. Many of the Melbourne
collective members had been involved
with Chain Reaction for a year or
more and the editors had always
emph'asised the importance of involving
as many workers as possible in discussions at our weekly meetings. Consequently we had a group of people who
were used to working with each other
and who had a good understanding of
the overall development and workings
of Chain Reaction. In a sense it was an
obvious next step to allow each collective-,
member to also be involved in making
decisions about the magazine they
worked for.
That next step took place during
the production of CR 29. A serious
difagreement arose amongst the collective and the editors concerning the
choice of the cover story, and the
· design of the front cover. The questio~s
which that dispute raised about Cham
Reaction's editorial content involved
every member of the collective, and in

resolving the conflict the idea that each
member of the collective should be able
to take part in editorial and administrative decisions was discussed and
eventually agreed on. We then set about
working out how to establish ~uch a
collective and how it should function .
The first thing needed was a lot of
talking. So we had meetings and m~re
meetings, normal meetings ai:id special
meetings, in an attempt to d1scuss and
create an on-going awareness of the
form of collective to be used and the
difficulties
we we
would
need toWe
be agreed
aware
of
in the ways
all worked.
fairly early on to make decisions by a
simple majority vote, and that anyone
had a right to refuse to do work they
disagreed with which had been supported
by the rest of the collective. Eventually
we came up with a structure to be used
to produce CR 30 , after which it wou_ld
be reviewed. Our very first editoi:iat
collective was a closed one, with
membership limited to those workers
prepared to commit themselves to
regularly attending meetings. Other
workers were always able to attend
meetings and take part in discussions ,
but they were not entitled to a vote. .
After CR 30 at the joint collective
meeting in Syd~ey, the review of the
collective indicated a need for some
change. Although the general concept
had worked well, the number in the
Melbourne collective was small. Also,
the requirement of regular meeting
attendance had restricted some workers
from being in the collective, when the
purpose of the change in st_ructu~e. had
been to include all workers m dec1s10ns.
So we changed the collective once again,
to its present form: an editorial and
administrative collective open to all
ongoing workers of Chain Reaction.
Which brings us up to the here and
now and even to what could happen
in the future. If the collective is to keep
functioning well and to help ~e~~l?P
sharing of ideas and r~spons1~il1tJes
within Chain Reaction, 1t's gomg to
need at least two things: a continued
discussion within the collectives about
the structures we use and the ways we
work within them, and more people t_o
help us work! So, ~f any?ne out th(.!re !s
interested in workmg with us at Cham
Reaction, write, ring, or drop in and we
will make you more than welcome!
And there is plenty of time to learn the
ropes, as we have recently been
appointed by Friends of the Eart_h
Australia for a two-year term to edit
the magazine collectively. Wish us luck.
Chain Reaction 9

Who is taking
control?

Communications
technology
DISCONNECTING

PUBLIC

THE

processors , the possibilities of tully a computer terminal linked to the
electronic offices and of electronic mail office. Mum is shopping and keeping
transfer and newspaper distribution. medical histories and recipes on her
More recently , microprocessors have ( well probably his) computer. The
been extended to visual and data trans- children are learning from satellitemission . Beyond the telephone, the broadcast educational programs and
technology has been developed for entertaining themselves with video
plugging into the telephone network to games. And they all communicate via
gain access to computerised information electronic mail and pay their biJJs with
services. to receive television programs electronic cash transfer. So aghast at
and to transfer letters , bills and money_ this picture was one commentator that
The talking-screen and programmed- he concluded, 'Without the need to
workplace world of the Jetsons no leave the home , people may resort to
longer seems so remote.
electronic communication as their
This 'new ' technological age has socialising medium - with WHATEVER
brought with it wild predictions of the CONSEQUENCES!'
effect it will have on humanity. Many
These examples illustrate a tendency
people already lament the passing of the to be simplistic when judging the costs
As we are repeatedly told, we have personal and erratic human society with and benefits of the technological age .
now entered an era of large-scale tech- the advent of the all-computerised age . It is assumed that a technology has
We are invited by some pundits to inherent qualities which make it either
nological change. Since the development of the electronic computer in picture the family home, in which the good or bad , an assumption which
1946 and its relatively recent minia- nuclear family and sexual stereotypes only encourages a division between
turisation onto the silicon chip to remain wonderfully unaffected by the anti- and pro-technology extremes.
create the microprocessor, a vast array surroun_ding changes. Dad is working at Certainly the sophistication and speed
of complex computer technology has
evolved . These developments have made
possible rapid calculation and rapid
communication far beyond average
human capability . ln our everyday lives
we regularly come into contact with a
C-'
range of computerised services
S PACELY
checkouts,
computerised
electronic
S?ROCK:T
library systems, 'handy' banks, etc. We
cc.
have become acquainted with the black
and white striped bars ('bar coding') on
all supermarket goods which will
GEO.
eventually enable electronic re-ordering
of stock from fully automated com~
puter warehouses via point-of-sale tera:
minals.
~
Ill
As workers we arc all too familiar
a:
~
with video display units and word
Ill

which characterise many microprocessorbased technologies warrant concern that
it all may become just too fast and too
impersonal to allow widespread access
or control. The sheer quantity of information accessible by computers, and the
possibility of centralised control of
these resources, are well-attested in the
use made by military institutions of
such technology to dominate the communication system and to maintain
surveillance.
However to look only at the inherent
qualities of technologies is misleading. It
ignores the context in which new
technology is introduced. It fails to consider how and why it is being used and
for whose benefit. Furthermore most
optimistic visions of the technological
future assume that everyone will have
equal access to the hardware and networks required for the new communications technology_ It is naive to believe .
that technology will remove present
inequalities in the distribution of
resources and access to information.

T he introductio n of new techno logy is changi ng our w orkplaces,
our homes - ou r social environment. Moves by private enterprise
t o win co ntrol of the new commu nicatio ns systems and information services threaten t he
viability of existing public services,
and will restrict access to those
wh o can afford it. Ariel Couchman looks at some of the new
technologies,
communications
how they will be used and who
will benefit .
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Ariel Couchman is a student at Monash
University and has a long-term interest in
the socio/ effects of new technology.
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We cannot forget that we live in a
society governed by the dynamics of
capitalism, which is based on the ne.ed
to continuously expand and modermse
so that profits and security can be
maintained. To do this it must be
possible to transform labour processes
and redistribute labour at will. Many
technologies are being introduced to
create new markets, to invigorate old
ones and in some instances to increase
supe~vision of work processes and of the
workers themselves.
These dynamics can be seen in the
emergence of the information technology or 'interconnect' market, resulting from the convergence of two previously distinct commercial areas computer technology and telecommuniThe interconnect market
cations.
includes such information services as
videotex and teletex. Its emergence has
also illustrated the immense pre-planning,
lobbying and
marketing that is
behind a 'spontaneous' technological
development. The interconnect market
has derived much of its 'newness' from
the concept of 'user-pays' in the provision of information services. It is more
a marketing exercise, than a technological revolution.
The conflict between Telecom, the
major provider and regulator of telecommunications in Australia, and those
interested in 'opening it up' to private
enterprise, compounded by a general
public concern about privacy and
access to information, has created an
awareness that it does matter how,
and by whom, these new technologies
are introduced. There have been two
recent
government inquiries:
the

The establishment of Prestel in the UK has generated interest around the world
in the commercial potential of computer-based information services. Prestel's
marketing emphasises the benefits to business.
w
u

Australian Broadcasting Tribunal inquiry
into cable television and radiated subscription television, and the Davidson
Inquiry into telecommunications. The
submissions presented at these inquiries
showed clearly the intention of the
media magnates and business consortia
to enter and control the field of interconnect technology without concern
for the general public.
The recommendations of both
inquiries, though cautious and qualified,
virtually gave the go-ahead for the
dismantling and deregulating of Telecom . The Broadcasting Tribunal proposed that Telecom not be the common
carrier for cable television, while the
Davidson inquiry recommended that
Telecom be divided into two companies,
one to handle all functions relating to
the national communication network,
and the other to handle the sale, installation and maintenance of terminal
equipment. The intention of such
restructuring is obviously to facilitate
the future disposal of profitable areas
of Telecom to the private sector;
Telecom and public funds would maintain a considerable subsidisation in the
form of basic capital outlay, including
the future domestic satellite, while
profitable areas would be taken over
by 'free enterprise'.
The irony of the Liberal government's
attempt to gain credibility by fighting
the 'evils' of monopolies like Telecom
and by promoting the principle of
small government and free markets lies
in the composition of the free enterprise forces raring to go. Amongst these
is the computer giant IBM Australia,
assisted by its USA parent which has
had considerable experience in contesting the markets of the world's largest
telecommunications company, American
Telephone and Telegraph. IBM has been
instrumental in creating the business
consortia Business Telecommunications
Service Pty Ltd in Australia (BTS)
and Satellite Business Systems (SBS)
in USA. Both BTS and SBS have vigorously lobbied their respective governments for a reduction of state control of
telecommunications to allow private
sector involvement .
BTS originally consisted of eleven
companies: they were joined by BHP
in 1981. BTS members are:
• IBM Australia
• Amalgamated Wireless Australasia
Ltd (AWA)
• Ampol Petroleum Ltd
• Australian Consolidated Industries
Ltd(ACI)
• Australian Mutual Provident Society
(AMP)
• CRA Ltd
• CSR Ltd
• James Hardie Industries Ltd
• Publishing and Broadcasting Ltd
(Kerry Packer)
• The Myer Emporium Ltd
• Thomas Nationwide Transport Ltd
(TNT)
• Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) ....
Chain R eaction 11

BTS has lobbied for the installation
of a domestic communication satellite
in Australia. Although feasibility studies
conducted by Telecom throughout the
1970s indicated that the cost of a
domestic satellite was not justified, and
was unnecessary in the light of recent
development in their land-based network, the contracts have been signed:
the forecast is for a domestic satellite
in 19 86 . The strength of BTS's influence
has been shown. Since its successful
lobbying, BTS is almost defunct as a
consortium, but its members will
dominate the services generated by the
satellite.
And there are more singular interests
at play . The Myer Emporium has
expressed interest in the videotex system
as a means of electronic shopping and
for internal business systems. David
Jones wants cable television for specialist
services including security systems and
electronic
games.
Communications
Facilities Pty Ltd , which includes John
Fairfax, David Syme & Co Ltd, Davies
Bros, Queensland Press, Standard Telephone and Cables Pty Ltd, and the
Herald and Weekly Times Ltd, are
interested in using cable for electronic
newspapers. The Packer organisation, a
member of BTS, is seeking considerable
control and lease of the domestic satellite
to allow direct broadcast of television to
homes nationally, without using Telecom as a carrier for the signal.
Big business' interest lies in the
ownership and control of transmission
lines to specific markets. Contrary to
public relations exercises which claim
there will be more extensive communication services if the private sector is
involved, the need for commercial
viability will ensure that competition
only occurs in areas already well-serviced
such as intercapital routes and wealthy
middle class suburbs. Private ownership

•
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of major networks will greatly impair
Telecom 's ability to subsidise unprofitable services such as those to rural
telephone subscribers.
In the face of threatened cut-backs
and the recommendations of the Davidson inquiry there has been a tendency
to defend Telecom in the name of
public control of communications. This
protectiveness should not detract from a
critical examination of Telecom 's role in
introducing new technologies. There has
always been a major contradiction
between Telecom 's claim of acting in
the public interest, and its remarkable
lack of consultation with its own
employees about the introduction of
new technology within Telecom.

What is the
technology?
VIDEOTEX

Examples of Telecom providing services
in low profit areas: above, telephone for
the disabled; below, a public telephone
provided for the Moomba gas pipeline
construction party at Whyjonta in New
South Wales.

is one of the simpler interconnect technologies , which links computer equipment to the existing voice transmission
(telephone to you and me) network .
Using a keypad connected through
telephone cables to a central computer,
a person ca n view information on a
slightly modified television set. The
information that could be provided
includes advertising, weather, sporting
results , news, legal advice and transport
timetables. Some systems also enable
c:(
simple graphics to be transmitted.
Telecom researched videotex in 1980 ~
and proposed that a public videotex c:(
service be established, with Telecom
providing the computer or information
storage system, and inviting advertisers
and other information-providers to
'buy space', that is, put information on
the computer's data base. Telecom

The Australian Telecommunications Employees Association has long battled with
Telecom over the introduction of job-cutting telecommunications technology. The
effects of the new technology on numbers employed in Telecom exchanges are
shown below.
Step by Step exchange:
first introduced in 1915.
For an average telephone
exchange of 10 000 lines,
15 people would be
employed.

would profit from the lease of the
data base , and from the use of the
phone network. Information providers
would make their dollar by selling
information to the consumer. As a person viewed a 'frame' of information
they would have been made aware of
the cost and charged accordingly.
Due to the limited carrying capacity
of telephone cables, the inconvenience
of not having use of the phone when
using videotex, and the high cost of
anything more 'intelligent' than a keypad terminal, the interactive (i.e. twoway 'dialogue ') capacity of the Telecom
proposal was not great. The viewer
could book a seat, respond to simple
games, buy goods, or search the data
base for specific information using
'yes' and 'no' responses - but not
much more.

Crossbar/ARN exchange:
Step by Step exchanges
began to be replaced with
·, :-.1~•1'""!1 this technology in 1960.
"~................. An average exchange
would employ 7 .5 people.

~

ARE/11 exchange:
the components of the
Crossbar/ARN exchanges
began to be converted to
computer in 1978. An
average exchange would
employ 4 people.

AXE exchange:
replaced Step by Step,
and all new exchanges
introduced since 1980
have been this fully
computerised exchange.
An average exchange
would employ only 0.5
people if Telecom's
proposal for centralising
control of exchanges
goes ahead.
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Publicity material for· Videotex,
Telecom 's proposed Australian
computer-based information service.
All of Telecom 's advertising material
emphasised the necessity of this new
commodity to modern communication.
Videotex was heralded as 'your own
direct line to today's biggest advance
in communication'. Because of the
relatively low establishment and operating costs, Telecom envisaged that
access by a variety of community
groups and organisations such as citizens
advice bureaus would be possible.
However from the start there were
no doubts amongst those researching
.I ..its feasibility that this new service
would rely predominantly on businesses
to provide and use the information,
although it would require wide public
use to be commercially viable. Consequently there was little attempt to
consult community groups about their
needs or to ascertain their views on
possible applications, which contrasts
sharply with the deliberate concentration
on informing and coaxing business
interests, and the aggressive marketing
and gimmicks used to convince the
public that they needed videotex. The
ready availability of much of the IJl,,
Chain Reaction 13
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information that would be accessible
through videotex, in existing media
such as newspapers, was ignored. Problems in up-dating and correcting data
remained unresolved.
Telecom 's proposal was rejected by
the then minister for communications,
Mr Sinclair, because a public videotex
service could be profitably provided by
the private sector. Myer Emporium and
other corporations interested in videotex
see the commercial potential in installing their own cables and restricting
access to those who can afford to pay
for special services such as electronic
shopping.
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how cable television would operate. satellite. The other 49% has been left
Alternatively there is potential for a open to private interests. The private
cable system to benefit the whole share will be most likely in the form of
community, not just those who can leases of transponder (or broadcasting
afford a home connection and pay- channel) space.
television . Community-based terminals
The satellite's loudest advocates are
located in libraries and schools could large corporations and media consortia
provide ·specialist services such as which· are seeking cheap long-distance
language programs at a low cost. Cable communications links, and a monopoly
television also has the potential to make over a communication system package
television programming and production without the regulation and restrictive
more accessible than it is at present.
licensing that has up to now characterised
The likely result of a privately most communication systems in the
owned and controlled cable television world. Media magnates are interested in
system is not only a very limited service reaching markets presently controlled
- it will only be commercially viable in by local and regional television and
a few large cities - but a serious threat radio, and in establishing a national
TELETEX
is another interconnect technology to the present 'free' broadcasting ser- news network which would allow instant
whose development has been limited vices. This would mean even Jess variety and centralised news distribution. In
by commercial considerations. Like for those who cannot afford cable. addition, most large corporations want
between
their
cheap connections
videotex, teletex produces static 'frames'
As with videotex, cable television
of information viewed on a slightly will only be commercially viable in national and international offices.
After the satellite has been built and
modified television set. However the already well-serviced areas. The managing
frames of teletex are broadcast as part director of David Syme & Co, Ranald launched with public funds, it is the
private consortia such as BTS which
of a normal television signal, which MacDonald, recently confirmed this
will benefit. Consortia members, having
limits the amount of information prediction:
avoided the capital outlay, will be able
available and the speed with which it is
are problems with cable that it will to have national coverage at a fraction
received. At present a commercial There
develop to the advantage of the few in areas of the capital cost of underground cable
station in Sydney is experimenting with where a quick pay-off is possible and then
or microwave routes. They will also
a teletex news service.
th.e g~vernl!lent will have to step in later
the
secondary
services
The most publicised potential benefit with mcent1ves to cable other less attractive dominate
the
satellite.
These
services
generated
by
areas.
of teletex is in providing subtitles to
(Communications Australia December
include the carrying of signals received
'
television programs for deaf persons. 1982)
from the satellite to business-users, the
Despite a recent federal government
provision of equipment to collect,
grant to deaf people's organisations for SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
research on captioning , and claims by are assumed by many people to be the process and store information, videoadvocates of videotex and teletex of inevitable next step in the development conferencing and international comthe immense benefits for deaf persons, of communications. It is forecast that puter link-ups.
It has been argued the satellite will
there is little likelihood of such a service Australia's domestic communications
if left to private interests. In terms of satellite will be in use by 1986 at a cost allow the extension of telephone services
saturation marketing, there are simply of $350m. Contracts have been signed to isolated rural areas, but it will cost
not enough deaf people to warrant such and the majority share strategically $40 000 per subscriber to install the
offered to AUSSAT, a government telephony dishes to provide such
a service.
During Telecom's investigation of statutory body set up to manage the services. In contrast, Telecom recently
announced the develor,ment of a Rural
videotex and teletex there was inadDigital Radio System, a much Jess
equate consultation with deaf persons on
expensive alternative which combines
the applications of these technologies,
solar energy and radio technology.
highlighting the narrow parameters of
Further it should be noted that private
interest and control which determine
enterprise, unlike Telecom, will be
how such technologies are introduced.
under no obligation to service all areas
CABLE TELEVISION
with comprehensive communications
networks. Earth stations for transmitis like 'normal' broadcast television,
ting signals to the satellite are unlikely to
except that the program signal is sent
be built in other than densely populated
through a cable network connected to
areas.
the viewer's television receiver. It
allows the transmission of a large
Judging from the experience of the
volume of data beyond the capacity of
USA ATS-6 satellite there is little likelithe existing telephone network or the
hood of greater variety or improved
range of direct broadcast. Unlike the
technical quality in communications.
more personal and interactive netExisting services will be duplicated or,
working used for telephone services,
as in the case of · regional television,
cable television is basically one-way
supplanted. Justifications for the satelcommunication. The program signal is
lite like 'reaching the isolated' or
fed in at central locations and several
'providing national coverage' wear very
channels can be carried on the one
thin.
cable.
Although the satellite will offer the
Most commercial interest is in the
communications equivalent of the eightdevelopment of pay-television, a system
Jane freeway, for the average telephone
in which the viewer would pay to sec a
subscriber and television viewer the
~ particular program. Pay-television allows
likely impact is, as Ian Reinecke,
1- for advertisement-free programs, firstpublisher and editor of Communications
ct: release films and specialised entertainAustralia, suggests: the 'wider dissemiment.
Canada's domestic communications
nation of a message of increasingly
That is the conventional picture of satellite.
doubtful value'.
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AIS tells residents to
cough up or no jobs
Australian Iron & Steel, a whollyowned subsidiary of BHP, has
been proposing a 7 million tonne
coal -waste dump next to the public
school in Cringiia, a working class
suburb in the Port Kembla area of
Wollongong. A public inquiry to
consider the company's development application was to have
commenced on 14 February 1983.
However on 28 January AIS
asked that the inquiry be deferred
for six months so they could look
at an alternative at Wongawilli,
15 kilometres from Cringila. While
public protest has gained this victory, pressure must be continued
to ensure that AIS doesn't simply
announce to the inquiry that the
Wongawilli site is unsuitable.
In this article, Glenn Mitchell
describes the extent of industrial
air pollution in Port Kembla and
its effects on the respiratory
health of residents, and outlines
the problems faced in researching
this relationship. In particular he
looks at how the proposed coalwaste dump would increase the
threats to the health of Cringila Looking north west to the hillside which will be built up with. 7 million tonnes of
coalwash and blast furnace wastes, if AIS 's proposal goes ahead.
residents.
Measurements of air pollution deposits
taken in the late 1950s clearly established
that 'a significant pollution problem'
existed in New South Wales.I Readings
from deposit gauges in the Port Kem bla
area in particular defined the industrial
suburb of Crin gila , located on the
western side of the AIS complex, as the
most polluted area in New South Wales.
In 1960 Dr A Bell , Director of the
Glenn Mitchell is an environmental historian
in Wollongong who recently completed a
doctoral thesis on the history of industrial
pol{u tion at Port K embla between 1900
and 1970. This article is an updated and
edited version of a paper presented to the
Sociological Association of Australia and New
Zealand Conference in Sydney in Au,((Ust 1982.

Division of Oucupational Health in the
NSW Department of Public Health,
surveyed 94 7 residents in East. Po~t··
~em bla. While Bell found that residents
in one area o~ t~e _surveyed subu~~
expenenced a h1gh rnc1dence of chrome
bronchitis, muco1d or mucopurulent
sputum, and cough and phlegm compared with residents in the control area,
Bell argued that his results were inconelusive. He said, 'It must not be assumed
that this investigation has conclusively
proved a cause and effect relati,onsh~p
between the prevalence of chrome
bronchitis in East Port Kembla and
atmospheric pollution.' 2
Bell's was the first and last survey
examining any group. of residents in
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those s1:1burbs. adjacent to the Port
Kembla mdustnal complex.
The 1969 Senate select committee
report on air pollution noted that one
of the reasons for the Jack of conclusive
evidence both overseas and in Australia
was 'the extreme complexity of the
problem'
However
the committee
t d th t.
'
1
a so no e
a ·
there appears to be a wor_ld-wide ~orrelation
between high levels of air polluuon and a
high incidence of a number of diseases. The
degree of correlation is certainly_ sufficient to
attribute some cases to polluuon. Diseases
correlated in this way include bronchitis,
pneumonia, pleurisy, asthma, pulmonary
emphysema and lung cancer.3
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Health effects of
the Cringila coal
dump
Ill> If the proposed Cringila coal-waste

its effects and control in less detail than slags as one of the many problems
the anticipated noise pollution . In four currently facing its AIS steel division .
paragraphs the environmental impact AIS says that if no coal washery disstatement dismisses air pollution from card or steel slags are produced, then
major consideration.
20 000 AIS employees will lose their
AIS proposes , however, to licence jobs. The company further argues that
the dump as a 'scheduled premise' , a this loss of employment would have
procedure usually reserved for premises serious social and economic consesuch as metallurgical works, coke ovens quences in the lllawarra region. This
and other industrial plants licensed argument neatly encapsulates the AIS
under the Clean Air Act. This registration strategy. The company threatens its
as a scheduled premise indicates that workers with unemployment and the
AIS expects a considerable amount of people of the region with the burden
dust pollution both during and after the of this social problem on their conscience
dump's construction. It will also be should either group oppose the method
licensed as a scheduled premise under or place of disposal. The hidden assumpthe Clean Waters Act , indicating the tion in this argument is that the com-

dump is established, AIS will dump 7
million tonnes of coalwash wastes , steel
slags and blast furnace slags in a valley
adjacent to the Cringila Public School.
The company estimates that the dumping will take between three and five
years; even longer if the company's
steel market remains depressed. The
dumping of these wastes will require at
least 640 truck journeys per day; a
minimum of 500 000 truck journeys
for t·he life of the project.4
AIS plans to construct what it
euphemistically refers to as 'an emplacement ' , or what local residents call 'a
dump ' , in three stages from its wastes .
When the dumping is completed and
AIS has completed extensive landscape
work it plans to donate the area to the
Wollongong City Council and Cringila
residents for use as a recreational area.
According to a Community Information
Service brochure prepared by Wollongong City Council to explain the company's proposal to Cringila residents:
an important a peel of the proposal is that ,
upon completion, the land will be available
to the community for a variety of recreational
purposes - playing fields, barbecues, picnic
areas, walking trails and cycling tracks.s
In the document which accompanied
its development application (which is
an unofficial environmental impact The proposed site, looking north towards Cringila Public School. The school was
statement), AIS defines its proposal in built on a 'rehabilitated' coal wash dump; the trees around the playing field are
the following terms :
very stunted .
. . . it is intended to provide yet another expectation of considerable water pol- pany will not be able to operate if this
community facility by turning a relatively lution also.
particular site is rejected.
unused portion of land into a valuable mixed
The Council's report recognises that
Although AIS has now been forced,
recreation facility .6
the company's environmental impact by community opposition, to look at
In its publi1.: statements, AlS has statement fails to assess the social aspects an alternative site at Wongawilli, it is
kept to its proposition that the dump of the dump 's construction. But apart possible that this is simply a tactic to
will neither threaten nor despoil the from noting that the effects of dust and defuse the opposition and that the
suburb 's natural and human environ- odours on the health of residents , company will inform the inquiry that
ments. At a public meeting in the workers and children are some of the the Wongawilli site is not economically
Cringila community hall and at a many concerns expressed by opponents, viable. Interestingly, AIS has previously
meeting of the Wollongong City Coun- the report goes no further.
claimed that no alternative sites were
cil 's Environment Committee, an AIS
Unlike
previous
environmental available.
representative made the extravagant excesses experienced by Cringila resiThe company threatens unemployclaim that 'not one ounce of dust'7 will dents, they have not accepted this offer ment if the dump does not proceed on
fall on a single house in Cringila during by the company to construct a large its terms. It also promises a clean
the life of the dump 's construction. recreation area . Residents have formed a environment during the construction of
Either residents will witness a techno- protest group called the Cringila Coal- the dump. Despite the absence of reliable
logical feat never before performed by wash Protest Committee, which numbers epidemiological evidence, and serious
AIS or the 1.:ompany has considerably among its members : trade unionists difficulties in the use of available data,
over-stated its position.
residents, academics, and what on~ there is sufficient circumstantial evidence
Neither AIS's unoffkial environ- Council alderman called 'rabble-rousing to dismiss the company's claims of
mental impact statement nor a report ratbags' from outside the suburb. This corporate generosity and environmental
compiled by Wollongong City Coun1.:il coalition of interests opposed to the concern.
has addressed the hazards to the suburb's dump faces a daunting challenge. Not
First, what validity, if any, can be
respiratory health posed by the con- only is there ·little qualitative medical attached to the company's claims? This
struction of the dump. The environ- evidence on the health of Cringila is the company which, in its written
mental impact statement refers only to residents, but in addition residents submission to the NSW Government
noise hazards and lists noise level obviously lack the power and influence Inquiry into Occupational Health and
measurements carried out, not by an of 'The Big Australian'.
Safety (the Williams Inquiry), stated
independent testing authority, but by
BHP sees the disposal of coalwash that at AJS 'persons are not only
AIS. This document treats air pollution, wastes, blast furnace slags and steel protected from work-induced disease
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~....:....~
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or injury, but also have access to positive
health promotion'. In the light of a
report by a former NSW Minister for
Health, Mr K Stewart, on coke oven
emissions from the AIS plant, which
reported that 'the risk to health by
induction of cancer was accepted as a
reality, without question ' ,8 one can
justifiably question the company's claims
regarding any proposal which concerns
its employees or nearby residents.
Second, evidence from the company 's
environmental impact statement shows
that fallout of industrial dust pollutants
up to 197 5 was higher than levels
recorded in inner suburbs of Sydney.
Finally , a preliminary analysis of
morbidity statistics of Port Kem bla
Hospital for 1977-79 indicates that
residents of Cringila, Lake Heights and
Warrawong experience respiratory problems which a coal-waste dump will not
improve. In 1977, residents from Cringila and Lake Heights accounted for
15% of all admissions for the pollutioninduced or pollution-aggravated problems of acute and chronic sinusitis,
chronic bronchitis and emphysema. The
suburbs of Warilla, Lake Illawarra South,
Barrack Heights and Barrack Point, 8
kilometres to the south of the industrial
complex, accounted for 29% of
admissions for the same problems. By
1979, a different admission pattern had
emerged: Cringila, residents accounted
for 28% of admissions, while the other
suburbs accounted for 13%. Although
the actual number of admissions is small,
it is the proportion which is important.

Problems in
air pollution
research
Harry Rothman, a prominent English
zoologist and environmental writer,
notes that the concept of toxicity is
an extremely difficult one to understand. Moreover, this complexity, he
argues 'is often used as a pseudoscientific cloak behind which governments, industrialists and others shelter
in their efforts to avoid legislation
which would inhibit their "right" to
pollute.' 9 The unravelling of the complex relationship between pollution
and health would allow the exposure of
those who seek shelter behind 'a pseudoscientific cloak' and the apportioning
of blame to guilty parties. In the specific
case of Cringila, researchers confront
many problems.
Pre-1977 morbidity statistics for
hospitals in the Illawarra region are not
on a computer. Researching pre-1977
data involves the examination of inpatient admission cards at the hospitals.
Even the use of the statistics on computer is limited because financial
restrictions may not permit researchers
to adequately use this information.
Even unlimited access to morbidity

information will not provide a complete
picture. Without an extensive epidemiological survey of residents in industrial
suburbs, a reliable evaluation of respiratory health is difficult. Questions such
as: who lived at Cringila, what was their
length of residence, where did they
move to and why, what was their
medical history before leaving Cringila,
did respiratory and/or general health
change after leaving, and which countries
did residents originally come from , need
to be asked.
Residents, many of whom feel
intimidated
by
their
employers,
especially AIS, are often unwilling to
make public or private statements to a

considerable resources to bring against
opposition, and it can use its power as
the region's largest employer to advantage. The answers to the preceding
questions, however, may change the
company 's position. U there is a respiratory problem in Cringila, and a survey
confirms the circumstantial evidence,
AIS will not only be looking for an
alternative site and/or means of disposal
of its industrial waste, it will also be
asked to account for its contributions to
serious health problems in the local
population. More importantly, the complex relationship between industrial
pollution and health will be better
understood,
allowing
causes
and

Suburban homes on the edge of the proposed dump site. The steel mills, producer
of the wastes and the region's major employer, are in the background.
researcher about their work or living
conditions. Their reticence is reinforced
by BHP's pervasive public relations
exercises which stress the company's
generosity and good deeds.
The mobility of the suburb's residents
adds to the researcher's difficulties .
Until recently, residents regarded Cringila as a transitory suburb. People
would live in this suburb until they had
the means to move on to suburbs with
cleaner environments. Wollongong's
current economic situation, linked
mai,nly to the problems in BHP's steel
division , is starting to preclude residential mobility. Families are now staying
permanently in Cringila, and because of
the low rents its housing commands,
Cringila is attracting many single parent
families.
Cringila residents are predominantly
of Macedonj.an, Serbian, Turkish , Greek
and Italian birth. Language and cultural
differences between residents and
researc~e'.s ~an crea~e further barriers
to obtammg mformat10n.
AIS appears to be in a winning
I position. It is a large company with

responsibilities
established.

to

be

more readily
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Eco~ogyand
ideology
By Ariel Kay Salleh
As Keith Redgen reflects in 'Not Just
Green' , Chain Reaction 30 , there is an
'underlying logic' which ties together
the environmental crisis, our unworkable
economy, the continuing oppression of
so-called minorities, and the threat of
nuclear extinction. But just what this
logic is, nobody is sure. An adequate
politics of the environment hasn't
been worked out yet . The Marxist
approach remedies this lack to some
extent by looking at the social relations
of production. But socialism , like
capitalism , remains a 'productivist'
system , preoccupied with the transformation of nature by man for man . I
agree with Val Plumwood 's description :
Marxism is still locked into a 'human
chauvinism '. An environmental politics
.demands more than exposing inequities
in ownership and in consumption of
goods and resources. It demands a
thorough~oing reappraisal of the
humanity-nature link. The economic
analysis is very necessary, but it is not
enough.
The domination and exploitation of
nature, of one person by another , and
again the domination of woman by
man, these are not unrelated phenomena, and all are equally political acts.
The psychological condition of such
mastery is that whatever is to be dominated must be defined as 'other', and
so lose its individuality . It must be
turned into an obj ect. The human
capacity to objectify nature and other
human beings is an extension of the
capacity to objectify and control the
self. Historically, this ability appeared
when humans first learned to sever
their direct sensuous experience ·of the
world from their intellectual process.
The first act of control was thus exercised over an 'inner nature '. Freud ,
interestingly enough , suggested this as
the point at which patriarchy became
established.
The separation of intellectual and
sensuous responses was a basis for the
Judeao-Christian tradition, and it gave
rise, in turn, to a culture which polarises
everything it sees. The dualism of wide,

green , unruly wilderness versus the
imposed human order of civilisation is
a keystone of this obsessive and
repressive thought pattern. The tendency
to dichot omise reality as either/or,
good/ bad , white/black , culture/nature,
man/ woman has effectively kept woman
'in her place ' as subordinate other too .
The scientific method , likewise, is
premised on a divided sensibility, the
removal of observer from field, isolation
of fact from value. Finally, the industrial
revolution and modern 'rationalised'
administrative practices married this
fetish for objectivity with technique.
A group of sociologists known as the
Frankfurt School have described these
developments as the rise of instrumental
rationality . They see the severance from
nature as core principle of the contemporary culture of domination . In such a
culture, the world is viewed with abstract
detachment, it is measured, analysed,
taken part and put back together
according to human whim. Questions of
value are treated as simple unreflective
cost-benefit
analyses.
Instrumental
rational societies may be capitalist or
socialist. In either system, technocratic
compulsion to measurement and control
Ariel Kay Salleh is a lecturer in sociology spills over from the productive sphere
at the University of Wollongong.
to saturate tJ;ie quality of social relations.
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Other humans become mere resources,
commodities, to be consumed, manipulated, or exchanged. The very notion of
'a social science' is itself an index of
this disembodied pragmatism. As Horkheimer and Adorno put it:
As soon as man [sic.I] discards his awareness
that he himself is natural, the aims for which
he keeps himself alive . . . are nullified.
(Dialectic
of
Enlightenment, Penguin,
London,1973,p.54J
Some argue that the origin of the
denial of connectedness with nature
lies in the male's recognition of his
seemingly marginal role in human procreation ; for it is woman - nature's
prerogative to 'produce life'. (Is the
productivist ethic nothing but one vast
compensatory reaction then?) Under
patriarchy, women have indeed been
confined to nurturing, but the upshot of
the exclusion from the 'masculine
domain ' is that the 'feminine sensibility ' remains less brutalised by instrumental practices. Perhaps this is where
the ecology and feminist movements
could take a long hard look at what
each might have to give the other?
Recognition and critical appraisal
of the themy of instrumental rationality
is urgent if we are to stop the everincreasing ecological disaster which
follows on 'successful' technological
intervention in natural processes. Neither
the liberal managerial eco-5ystems
approach nor the planned socialist selfmanaging .alternative are adequate
responses. Both only restate and reinforce the same ideological assumptions
that destroyed the humanity- nature
link in the first place. It is not better
'scientific reason', better 'planning',
better 'technique' or better 'management' that we want. A genuine environmental politics calls for a radical turn
about in cultural attitude: we are part
of nature. As Marcuse writes, our
deformed and alienated civilisation has:
. . . cut down the life environment of man
not only in an ecological but in a very
existential sense. It blocks the erotic cathexis
. . . it also prevents him from recognising
nature as a Subject in its own right ·. ..
(Counter Revolution and Revolt, Allen
Lane, London, 1972, p. 60.)
There is no avoiding it, ecology is
'not just green', but it is not simply
'red ' either. It is political in a way that
pushes past present understandings of
that word. Existing political alliances
and ideologies are fast proving obsolete
and irrelevant to this struggle, so that
to be partisan is indeed to be selfdefeating. An authentic environmental
politics will need to be sensitive to the
machinations of instrumental rationality
in all its forms.
Author's Note: I give a more detailed treatment of these issues in two articles published
in the ANZ Journal of Sociology: 'Of Portnoy's Complaint and feminist problematics'
(Vol 17, 1981) and 'Nature in trouble'
(Vol 18, 1982). See also 'Contribution to
the ~ritiq~e of P?litical epistemology', to be
published 1tl Theszs II later this year.

Breast milk

ASOURCE OF MORE
THAN NUTRITION

An increasingly serious, but
neglected, aspect of environmental
pollution is the accumulation of
toxic chemicals in mothers' milk
and the consequent risks to
breastfed
infants.
Rosemary
Nichols looks at research in
Australia and overseas.
The proportion of mothers in the USA
who breastfed at the time of hospital
discharge increased from 25% in 1974
to 53% in 1976. In Sweden in the mid l 970s the percentage was 70%; in
Canada in 1978 , 35%; in Australia in
1982 it was 80% with 50% still feeding
at 3 months. The benefits of breastfeeding are becoming more widely
appreciated. For the 'underdeveloped'
and poorer nations it has always been
important; in Indonesia, mothers' milk
has been described as a major national
resource. Campaigns have been waged
against the inappropriate marketing of
infant formulas.
Breast milk is tlie only food an infant
needs in its first 4 to 6 months of life.
Apart from considerations of cleanliness,
convenience and cost , the benefits of
breastfeeding include the nutritional,
anti-infective and hypo-allergenic attributes of the mother's milk. Attempts to
produce a complete synthetic product
are unlikely to succeed. Known biochemical and physiological differences
exist between breast milk and synthetic
products _ and probably many are yet
to be discovered _ which may have
'long-term, albeit subtle, consequences
on infant development'. It has been said
that the use of milk substitutes is one of
the largest uncontrolled experiments
performed on humanity.
We may be conducting a vastly more
frightening experiment by exposing our
bodies to synthetic organic compounds
such as pesticides and many industrially·
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Rosemary Nichols trained as a nurse and is
presently a member of the Toxic and Hazardous Chemicals Committee of the Total
Env.ironment Centre, Sydney. While living
in Malaysia and Papua New Guinea, she
M.l'lS exposed to many pesticides and herbicides. She breastfed her daughter for three
years.

used chemicals, previously unknown to
living things in the millions of years of
evolution.
The thalidomide tragedy intensified
concern for the possible effect on the
developing foetus of the wrong substance
at the wrong time. The increasing
popularity of breastfeeding in the
'developed' nations at a time of widespread use of prescribed, over-thecounter and illicit drugs has focused
attention on this route to ingestion by
the still developing infant. By comparison the extent of exposure through
human milk contamination by environmental pollutants is barely appreciated.
A great part of the problem lies in
the nature of the original exposure of
the mother. Milk contamination by
drugs and social toxins such as alcohol
and nicotine can be largely controlled
by the individual. Environmental pollutants are in the air we breathe, the
water we drink, the food we eat, and
even the clothes we wear. Where such
contamination becomes widespread and
unavoidable, issuing from a multitude of
sources, we are subject to ambient
exposure. Under such conditions advising pregnant and lactating women to
avoid contamination is ridiculous.
This form of contamination, says
A E Olszyna-Marzys of the Institute of
Nutrition in Guatemala, can only be
reduced by the concerted action of the
entire society affected.
Guatemala has had cause for concern.
The highest values for 1973 of breast
milk contamination by
DDT were
recorded there. It was estimated that
infants_ were fed, d3i1:Y, between 6 and
. 270 t11Ties_ the maximum amount 0 1f.,
DDT constdered to be acceptable by
the World Health Organisation (WHO).
The most regularlf and exte11:sively
reported human milk contammants
belong to the chlorinated hydrocarbon
group of chemicals. These include the
organochlorine pesticides
DDT,
dieldrin, heptachlor, lindane (BHC);
the industrial polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCB )
d h f
s ; an t e ungicide hexachlorobenzene (HCB). Others include the
organo-mercury compounds such as
methyl mercury ; and cadmium and
lead. The most toxic synthetic chemical,
dioxin, the contaminant of 2,4,5-T in

'Agent Orange', is an organochlorine
compound. It does not appear to have
been tested as a breast milk contaminant.
The complete list of environmental
agents detected in human milk is only
a small proportion of the total number
to which humans are exposed. Testing
procedures have been a problem in
the past, but the failure to relate sick
breastfed infants to the mother's
exposure to an environmental toxin has
also been claimed as a factor.
DDT is perhaps the best known
environmental contaminant. The controversy that followed its initial extensive use, as its hazardous properties
were realised, served to make it the
standard example in explaining ertvironmental pollution. The phenomenon of
global pollution was understood when
DDT was detected in as isolated a place
as the Antarctic, far from the sites of
original application. Highly fat-5oluble
and poorly biodegradable, DDT and
similar contaminants accumulate and
remain in the food chain for a long
time. Humans, at the end of the food
chain, may be exposed to high levels
of accumulation from diverse sources
as well as from direct exposure. Infants
at their mothers' breasts are at the
extreme end of a food chain.
The nature of milk itself also plays a
role in this contamination story. Because
it is relatively high in fat iq,.d has an
acidity higher than blood plasma, fatsoluble and alkaline compounds will
concentrate in it. Breastfeeding can, in
this way , provide an early and concentrated source of unwanted chemicals.
The body burden of young infants may
rapidly approach or exceed the body
burden of their mothers. By way 0f
illustration, Japanese studies have found
that the blood level of PCBs in infants
may, with the ingestion of contaminated
milk, reach six times the blood level of
the mother.
In fact, lactation has been found to
be the only route by which appreciable
amounts of some of these compounds
are excreted. Mother's milk could
become so foul as to be undrinkable.
The proud proclamation, 'I WAS A
BREAST-FED BABY', to be found on
the T-shirt of many a contented con- ..,._
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.... sumer could come to have a different
meantilg altogether. At what stage toxic
levels are reached, for both adult and
infant is highly unpredictable . The
long-t;rm and chronic effects of these
compounds are poorly understood. The
particular effect on the immature
systems of young infants have simply
not been investigated.
Organochlorine insecticide contamination of human milk reached unusually
high levels in Japan and Central America
in the early I 970s. In Central America
much blame was placed on the 'massive,
indiscriminate and ever-increasing spraying of cotton fields'. In Guatemala,
DDT levels were 25 to 30 times the
average levels found in the USA,
England, Sweden, Norway and Portugal,
and these countries still had levels of
human milk contamination above the
WHO maximum for cow's milk. High
levels reported from West Germany
have prompted a newspaper to comment 'If mother's milk were covered
by the pure food laws it would be
banned for human consumption.'
A survey of 45 samples, conducted
in Sydney in 1972, found concentrations
of DDT and other commonly known
chlorinated pesticides 'within the ranges
found overseas'. This statement is on a
par with the question 'How long is a
piece of string?' but it is not exactly
reassuring in the light of the foregoing
information. A 1973 Queensland survey
found that extensive use of DDT in the
tobacco-growing area of Mareeba had
raised human milk contamination in the
area to far higher levels than the already
high contamination found in samples
from urban Brisbane. Similarly high
. results were recorded for a rural area in
Victoria Shepparton in 1970. Although
levels in' other rural and urban areas in
this Victorian survey remained, again,
'on a par with those detected overseas',
this still meant that the mean levels of
total DDT exceeded the WHO limit
for cow's milk.
It would be hard to imagine that
similar results would not have been
detectable in human milk in rural
areas of NSW . In 1972-1976, fish
and wildlife in the cotton~rowing
Namoi district were reported to contain
levels of DDT which were among the
highest in the world.
DDT is the one pesticide in common
use which Australian authorities have
taken steps to control. This is a useless
exercise while the use of other, perhaps
more hazardous, compounds in the
oi\ganochlorine group are still being
used, possibly in increasing amounts.
Banned or restricted in many other
countries, many of these pesticides
ar"e freely available in Australia. Anyb~dy can buy them for such diverse
purposes as large-scale agricultur~l
spraying on the one hand and killing
cockroaches in the kitchen cupboard
on the other.
Some organochlorines are known
to cause cancer and birth defects, and
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to affect reproduction in test animals.
Of particular concern is the spread of
dieldrin in the environment, to the
extent that in many regions of the
world dieldrin can be detected in all
breast milk, as is the case with DDT.
In the USA, where dieldrin in human
milk has been described as 'ubiquitous',
continued sampling has not shown a
decline in residue levels, despite an
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
restriction on dieldrin in 1974. Dieldrin
is now banned in the USA.
The Queensland study also reported
abnormally high dieldrin concentration
in human milk. With dieldrin, however,
no significant differences were found
between levels in rural and urban
samples. From this finding can only be
drawn the alarming conclusion that
exposure in both areas resulted from
dietary intake and domestic use, as
the authors of the report claim . Extensive agricultural spraying occurs in
neither area.
The dramatic effects of large quantities of acute poisoning of infants
through breast milk is well illustrated
by an incident that occurred in eastern

Turkey in 1965. A shipment ot wheat
for sowing, treated with the fungicide
HCB, was delayed past planting time.
'Unintentionally' diverted to replace
stores of edible wheat, it poisoned more
than 4000 people. The milk of mothers
who were nursing infants became
sufficiently contaminated to cause skin
disorders (pembe yara - pink sore)
and deaths among the children.
HCB, a fungicide not used in food
production, should not be in the food
chain at all. Yet all 67 samples of two
surveys in Victoria in 1970 contained
HCB. The conclusion was that improper
channelling of HCB-treated seed into
the local poultry and stock food industries occurred following 'a ~eries of
severe reductions in wheat acreage
during the worldwide wheat overproduction in the past decade'. Do
you wonder what is happening with the
present wheat shortage? HCB was also
found in all samples in the Queensland,
Sydney and . Perth studies of the early
1970s.
The only published survey in Australia
that appears to have tested for PCBs was
the one conducted in Sydney in 1972.

The researchers found no contamination
in 45 samples of milk and suggested
that the food chain was not contaminated . It is hard to imagine we are so
pure. PCBs have been detected in fish
in Sydney's Botany Bay . Although it is
hoped that the Clean Waters Act might
control the situation, this cannot be
assumed.
PCBs are used in a wide variety of
industrial processes, and studies of
human milk and adipose tissue have
shown human exposure to be widespread
in the USA. This is . regarded as the
result of uncontrolled disposal and
leakage of industrial fluids into rivers
and coastal waters. The dumping of
industrial fluids into land-fills has also
been implicated. In Sweden, the effects
of organochlorine pesticide controls
were called into question by .elevated
PCB levels, in 1974, in human milk .
The contamination came from consumption of fish from the Baltic Sea
where industrial waste had been discarded. Considering the dismal history
of industrial waste disposal in Australia,
45 PCB-free milk samples do not
provide much comfort.
Do we have to wait for the extreme
situation before action is taken? We
should learn from the experience in
the USA state of Michigan, where half
of mothers have PCB milk levels nearly
equal to, or above, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) tolerance for
cow's milk. Their babies reach high
body burdens of 1-2 parts per million
after nine months of nursing. Although
doctors in Michigan can find no clear
indication that these levels pose significant health hazards to the infant, they
are concerned because of the known
toxicity of the compound .
Women have already had to bear
the brunt of the 'solution'. Duties of the
pregnant or lactating mother now
include reducing or eliminating their
consumption of fish from PCBcontaminated waters and avoiding
'excessive' weight reduction, as this
might mobilise chemicals stored in fat
tissues.
Telling mothers not to breastfeed
their babies is still regarded by Michigan
Public Health authorities as a rather
harsh measure. What appears to them to
be a more acceptable 'solution' is a
reduction in the duration of breastfeeding for those mothers with the
nastiest milk. If you appear to be in
this high risk category, you wait from 2
to 6 weeks for your milk to be tested. If
the tests reveal an elevated PCB level in
milk fat, or if the milk contains a lower
milk fat PCB level but a very high fat
content, then you will be given advice
on how to poison your baby less.
The hazard from these breast milk
contaminants is more than rising levels
of acutely toxic substances. A baby
may even be poisoned while the mother
remains apparently healthy. An example
was a case of obstructive jaundice in a
very young baby whose mother's milk

was found to be contaminated with the
dry-cleaning solvent tetrachloroethylene.
The toxicity of a substance depends
on many factors. Route of exposure is
one. Dieldrin is five times more toxic
than DDT if swallowed. Jt can also be
absorbed through the skin and is then
forty times more toxic . Under normal
circumstances it appears that acute
toxicity could not be provided through
breast milk contamination as at a
certain level the body is able to excrete
dieldrin to maintain a level of dynamic
equilibrium. The long-term effocts of
such exposure are another question.
·,
The National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC) have
established recommended tolerances for
pesticide residues in or on a food .
These tolerances do not represent
toxicological levels but take into consideration the average level of exposure
that might be expected during a lifetime. They do not take into consideration unusual levels of exposure such as
might result from deliberate use of a
compound on a farm. Another route of
extraordinary exposure is through
breast milk. A breastfed baby may

receive a daily intake not only in excess
of recommended levels but higher than
its mother's daily intake. This occurs
not only through the mechanism of
concentration in fat but also through
the different excretory controls to
which the different and combined contaminants are subject. For example, not
only is DDT excreted at higher levels
through human milk than through
cow's milk, it is also excreted at a rate
higher than the daily intake of the
mother.
The calculated average daily intake
of total DDT, dieldrin and HCB residues
by breastfed babies in the 1973 Queensland survey was found to exceed both
NHMRC tolerances for cow's milk and
the relevant acceptable daily intakes
recommended by WHO. This situation
requires careful monitoring.
Recomme1Jded daily intakes can't
really take the long-term effects on
adults or neonates into account because
the effect on the former is little understood and on the latter not at all.
Almost no research and only a few
epidemiological studies have been done
in this area. Other factors almost ....
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totally ignored are the synergistic effects
many of these compounds have on each
other, for instance thti metabolism of
dieldrin within thti body is affected by
the presence of DDT. Similarly many
common drugs and possibly toxins
productid in the body at times of
d isease or nutrit ional st ress may play a
role in metabolising these contaminants.
There appears to be little interest
within
the medical profession in
Australia in the problem of human
milk contamination and there does not
appear to be any material published
by Australian doctors on the situation
in Australia. Information for the layperson is sparse and difficult to obtain.
Related articles are scattered through
many different journals in almost as
many specialist libraries.
A certain attitude of comp)acency
seems to prevail among the relevant
control authorities. One assumption is
that contamination levels are decreasing
as use of organochlorines is 'discouraged'
and the less persistent organophosphattis
are substituted. The argument against
that view is that the controls in Australia
are abysmal compared with those in
tiquivalent 'developtid' nations. Using
organophosphates has problems as thtiy
are tixceedingly toxic substanctis and
pose a
dilemma for those who
handk them . Nor may organophosphates
be as non-residual as we are Jed to
believe. Although the authors of a
report from Western Australia had the
grace to admit that a larger sample was
in order, their statement that their
survey tended to 'support the thesis that
organochlorine residue levtils are decreasing in Wtistern Australia and other parts
of thti world' is irresponsible. With
restrictions on these compounds so
recent, long-term studitis had not been
done.
Overstias
evidtince
shows
that
although environmental substrate levels
may be dticrtiasing in some rngions this
does not hold true for human body
burdens or breast milk excretion.
Independent surveys of human milk
must be carried out to obtain a true
picture. Human blood and adipose
tissue levels will not suffice except for
the odd compound such as dieldrin.
When reviewing the pesticide situation
in Australia authorities must consider
the exposure of the breastfed ha by as
their base line for initiating controls.
The average daily intake of an adult
malti as assessed from market basket
survtiys is not acceptable.
The only other direction to take
woulc.J hti to discourage or limit breastfeeding_ That is an imposition women
must fight. Our health ilUthorities
will not do it for us. /\pparently I hey
see the situation as 'a difficull problem
for thosti who arc responsible for
advising mothers on the feeding of their
newborn babies'. Others, such as J\ I(
Dugda le from the Department of Child
Health jn Quccnslund, express their
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Work-induced
repetition injuries
Women workers in a Holeproof factory
in Melbourne. Payment of clothing
industry workers by piece rates is just
one factor that ensures constant pressure
to work faster and further increase the
risk of injury.
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attitudes
towards breastfeeding as
follows:
breastfeeding and breast milk developed as a
rnmpromise whil.:h . . . promoted maximal
survival of mother and infunt under ... prchistoril' conditions. Today, however, we
plm:e emphasis on growth and development
of tht• brain us being crucial in social survival
:ind well-being in our competitive society.
This commcnl was puhlishcd as correspondence in the Medical Journal of
Australia.
Apparently
this learned
gentleman is not convinced that breast
milk provides proper nutrition.
Of immediate concern is that many
infants arc being suhjccted to unknown
risks from chemical contamination of
breast milk. It may he that certain
groups, such as rural mothers, are more
exposed to environmental pollution
than others. The certain conclusion is
that we arc all overcxposcc.l, and

especially the next generation.
References: A complete list of references is
available from Chain Reaction. The most
relevant articles are:
• Miller G J and Fox J A, 'C'hlorinated
hydro1:arbon pesticide residues in Queensland
human milks', M1:dical Journal of Australia
Vol 2, 1973, pp 261-264.
• Newton KG & Greene NC' 'Organo<:hlorinc pcstkide residue levels 'in humnn
milk - Vil'toria Australia, 1970', Pl'sticide
MonitoringJourna/Vol6 No 1, 1972,pp4-8.
• Rogan W J, Bagnicwska A & Damstrn T,
'Pollutants in breust milk', New England
Journal of Medicine Vol 302, 1980, p 1450.
• SiyaLi D S, 'Polychlorinatcd biphcnyls,
hcxachlorobcnzcne· and organochlorinc pesti<:idcs in human milk', Medil·al Joumal of
Australia Vol 2, 1973, pp 815-818.
• Stacey Cl & Thomas BW, 1975 'Organoc.:hlorinc pesticide residue in human milk,
Western Australia 1970..:71, Pesticide MonitorinK Journal Vol 9 No 2, pp 64-66.
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Repetition Injury has in recent
years
reached
alarming
proportions in some sections of the
workforce, particularly among process and clerical workers. Thousands of Australians have been put
off work and many have been
permanently crippled by the disorder, the vast majority of them
women and migrants. Yet repetition injury has been ignored or
denied by management and by
much of the medical profession.
Workers have been left to discover the hazards of work for
themselves - as a result of injury.

What then is repetiti on injury?
And how can it be prevented?
This report was compiled by
Sharon Callahan, with assistance
from Lorraine Powell and .Anne
King, both of whom suffer from
repetition injuries.
Many workers are employed to perform
monotonous, repetitive tasks which at
first appear quite unlikely to produce
strain and injury. It is only over a period
of time that workers become aware of
aches and pains - usually in the fingers,
hands and arms - which may progressively worsen, and ultimately make it
impossible for the sufferer to continue
working. These aches a)Jd pains are the
symptoms of a range of muscle and ....

._ t end o n inju ries te rm ed Repe titio n Inj ury
(R I), the best know n of whic h is t eno sy novitis.
RI is caused by co nti nu ous ha nd and
body movement s which require eith er
sustain ed press ure o r ra pidl y repeated
press ur e movemen ts, fo r exa mpl e , gri pping a pa ir of pliers man y hun dreds of
t im es in one day. It must be emphasised
th at RI is ca used by th e repeti t ive na ture
of th e movements required by t he work
process . It is aggrava ted by a num ber of
related fac t ors such as inap propr iate
place ment of work in relati o n lo t he
wo rk er, inapprop riate too ls a nd seati ng,
t he speed of the produc t io n li ne (whic h
i ofte n in creased fu rth er un de r th e lure
of incent ive and bo nus systems), lack o f
job rotation. and inadequ at e rest breaks.
All people doi ng repet it ive wo rk, for
insta nce proce s worke rs, typ ists, and
mach ine opera to rs of all so rts , are at
ris k of contract in g RI. By far t he grea t est
nu mber of injuri es occu rs a mo ng process
wo rkers, especia ll y in t he electronics.
electrica l goods and foo d processi ng
ind ustries. Oth er wo rke rs such as
clea ners , pa rt icul arly th ose usi ng poo rl y
designed eq u ipmen t , are also a l risk.
Beca use t he ty pes of wo rk likely to

r

pro du ce RI are usuall y done by wo men,
it is a lm ost exclusively a wo man 's co mplaint. O ne-third of new co m pensat io n
cases a mo ngst wo men are for RI.
A mongst me n t he fi gure is one-th irtiet h.
Exactl y how ma ny wo rkers suffer fr om
RI is still un know n . It is im possible to
o bta in ·ta tist ics o n th e num ber of
ind ust ria l inj uries occurrin g in Austra lia
beca use offic ial records are kept o nl y
of th ose for wh ich com pensation is
pa id .
Ma nageme nt and many medical practiti o ners regard RI wit h great susp icion.
Desp it e its freque ncy RI is st ill regarded
by many as -a 'fashio nab le' disease wh ic h
has o nl y co me int o prom in ence thro ugh
rece nt publ icity give n to it by the med ia
and u nio ns. However, t he prob lem i.
not new, it has been k nown to occu r
fo r a vt'ry long whil e. It has on ly recent ly
beco me an issue becaust' in the pa st
manageme nt has eit her ignored or
den ied th e proh lem , and su fferers have
been re lat ively powerless to take act ion .
Moreover it is only rece nt ly th at R I has
reached ep idem ic proportio n . Th e mai n
reaso n for th is is th e increasing sp ecialisation of tasks and t he introduction of
new tech no logy wh ich has encouraged

th at t re nd . Also t he t:u rrent h igh
un empl oy ment mea ns that wo rkers who
not ice t he sy m pto ms deve loping are less
likely to find other j obs.
Wh en sy m pt o ms do fi rst appea r
m·a ny re main silen t eit her because
t hey do u bt th ey wo ul d be beli eved
wo rke rs and par ticularl y migrants and
wome n have li tt le c red ibility with
manage ment
o r beca use t h ey fear
losing t heir job if t hey go off sick. However , as lo ng as th e ufferer remai ns at
wor k , the symptoms will wo r en. In
ma ny inst ances th e co n ditio n deter iora tes u nti l pai n a nd swellin g are so
ext reme t hat .the su fferer is un a bl e to
co nt inu e work. Ma ny wo rkers leave t he
workforce at this poi nt. Ot hers take
sick leave, o r even th eir ho lidays,
because they do no t k now a bou t
wo rkers' compensatio n o r beca use th ey
are no t ab le to find a doctor who recognises t h e problem as wo rk-ind uced.
It is usuall y management po licy to
deny all responsibi lit y for th e inju ry.
Workers a re to ld t hat th ey are su fferi ng
from art hritis, that they are inh erent ly
u nsu it ed to t he ty pe of wo rk , or simply
t hat t hey are too o ld!
By this stage the su ffere r is p ro ba bly

Here are the case histories of which put a considerable train on
two women with RI who were her arms. She was ab le to stay at
work for t wo days only.
interviewed for this article.
Most of Ana 's wo rkmate were
Their experiences are typical of m igrant women a nd most were
many RI sufferers. The real opera ! ing mac h inery or doi ng process
names of the women have not work which put them at risk of RI.
The sit uation wa aggravated by t he
been used.
. hoddy too l and materials with

ana

Ana is a Chi lea n woma n aged 42. She
ha. bee n in Austra lia for seve n years .
Five yea rs ago sh e bega n worki ng in a
factory whic h ma nu fac tu res elect rica l
good . Her job in vo lved cutting
sheets of meta l hy m eans of a peda lo peratcd press , which req u ired repet it ive moveme nt of bo th arm s and
legs.
After three yea rs Ana wa experiencing considerab le pain in her right
t high. At fir. t this pai n was co nfused
with appe ndici t is fro m which she
was also su ffering, but w hen th e pa in
in her leg persisted we ll after she had
recovered from a p pe nd icitis Ana
att ended a hospi ta l a nd saw a nu mber
of doct o rs who di ag nosed a m usc ular
prob lem . She was sent for physioth erapy a nd give n pa in k ill ers. T he
inj ury was not rl'cog nised as work re lated a nd Ana co ntin ued to wo rk
although she ofte n had t o lake time
off d ue Lo th e pa in in her righ t leg
an d arm.
l n May I 98 1 she saw a doctor
who recog nised te nosy novilis in
her leg . Afte r two weeks' prescribed
res t t he pain had st opped and Ana
re tu rned to wo rk with a lette r fro m
her doc to r statin g th at she was to be
give n 'light duties '. In stea d she wa.
requ ired to sta nd all d ay doin g tasks,

whi ch t hey had to work. Ma nageme nt repeatedly rejected workers'
re qu ests t hat eq ui pment be u pgraded
or that workplace deign be alt ered .
Co nseq uent ly t he RI cases fro m t his
part icular factory numbered in t he
ma nagemen t
hu nd reds.
Fi nall y
ag reed lo set up a specia l process li ne
wi t h lighter ta . k to bring many of
the workers then receiving compensatio n hack in to th e wo rkp lace.
Ana returned t o work in October
198 ! ; however , th e so-ca lled lighter
work was both intricate and repetit ive, a nd u nrea list ic prod u ction ta rget s were set. Ana agai n we nt off
work in Jan uary I 982 and was
unable to return . She wa s sacked in
Odobe r.
She is currently receivi ng weekly
workers' compensation payments.
In t he less t ha n two years sh e has
been receiving 'compo' , th e payme nts have come t h rough t h ree
insu rance co mpa nies , a nd wit h each
change t he payments have been
de layed.
Ana is suf'fcr ing al presen t fro m
te nosynovit is i n her righ t leg and
arm , a ntl ga nglio n in her left leg .
Il er sym ptoms arc not improving.
Ho useho ld tc1sks arc ve ry diffic ult
a nd she ca n .wa lk o nly wit h th e aid
o f a slick . She is living in a fla t

t h ree flights u p a nd is ofte n un ab le
to go o u t.

kay
Kay is a yo u ng Austra lian woman
who began working fo the ban ki ng
ind ustry in I 97 5. In Ma rch 1979
she start ed wo rk as a mac hinist bu t
the mach ini ng work was not co nti nua l as sh e was also u pervising
oth er wo rke rs. In September 1979
her work place was reo rga nised and
h er machining wo rk in creased. By
Jun e I 98 0 Kay had begun to have
pa in a nd cram ps in her hands.
In Septem ber 1980 she was
switched to a clerica l job, bu t with
the cha nge of wo rk t h e pain in her
right hand intensified u ntil she
coul d barely write. A doctor diagnosed carpa l t u nnel sy ndrome, an d
referred h er to a neu rosu rgeo n wh o
recommended su rgery . Th e surgeo n
recognised t he co ndition as jobrclated and t he ba n k gra n ted co mpensa tio n .
Kay co nti nu ed working until th e
operatio n . She was to ld that sh e
wou ld be off wo rk for a sho rt t im e
after su rgery but wo ul d be com pletely
cured . Im mediately afte r th e o pera ti o n th e pain all t hrough h er righ t
arm was intense . T he neurosurgeo n
was scept ical ; her GP ga ve h er pain
k illers.
F ive weeks later her hand was
twisted and sh e co uld barely m ove
it or her arm , a nd sca r tissue had
develo ped o n her hand . Ph ysio t hera py gave litt le relief, while t ests
showed o nly that there had been
nerve da mage ' befo re , during, or
after surgery ' . She returned to th e

well and truly caught up in a 'medical
merr:y-go-round' . Doctors generally have
very little training in , or knowledge of,
occupational health. Tenosynovitis , for
example , rates one mention in medicalschool texts - a passing reference to De
Quervain 's tenosynovitis which is not
the tenosynovitis rife in industry. Medical practitioners usually come from a
class background very different to that
of most workers . Not only are they
unprepared to diagnose and treat the
co mplaint , they are often unsympathetic
to !he probl ems of workers and totally
ignorant of the physical realities of the
wo rkplace. Nor does the credibility of
working women and migrants rate very
highly with male professionals. This
probl em is compounded by the fact that
there are often no visible symptoms for
· RI. Many women have heard their complaints dismissed as female 'neurosis' or
'hyst eria ' . It has even been argued that
RI is no more than an emotional problem
o f women. The belief that it is 'all in
t hl' mind ' is so entrenched that insurance
co mpany doctors have referred women
making compensation claims to psychiatrists! Even if a GP does recognise
there is something physically wrong,
neurosurgeon who was uninterested
and implied that her condition was
psychological.
After several months ' rest Kay
was told that she could return to
work though she could expect
some pain because she had not
worked for so long. She did return
and persevered for two weeks before
pain forced her to leave.
At this point Kay finally saw a
doctor who diagnosed tenosynovitis .
She began attending a pain management clinic , and was given antiinflammatory and pain relief drugs
as well as instruction in meditation
and relaxation techniques. Pain persisted and in February 1982 she was
given acupuncture for several weeks
though this seemed only to aggravate
the condition . Kay next saw an
insurance company doctor who
found tenosynovitis , muscle strain,
tennis elbow and tendonitis in both
her arms. This do ctor advised her
that she would be unable to return
to work in the bank and was unlikely
to work again.
Kay had been receiving workers'
compensation throughout this period
and she now went to court hoping to
be awarded regular payments for as
long as she was out of work . Once in
court however her barrister opt ed for
a settlement against his client's will.
Nevertheless Kay accepted the settlement after her barrister told her that
she could pursue her claim through
common law. This has proved false
and Kay has been left with a settlement of $ I 2 500 only. Her symptoms
persist and her injury gives h er almos t
no chance of gaining employment.

Jt is easy for doctors to differentiate
there is still a good chance that the
condition will be misdiagnosed . It is between these two conditions if a proper
not uncommon for sufferers to be told history is taken and if the doctor is
that their problem is arthritis, neuralgia, aware of the obvious signs which
accompany tenosynovitis and muscle
or fracture of ganglion.
The first treatment given to the strain . A simple nerve conduction test
majority of patients, even before rest, is can sometimes be used to indicate
tablets, and many workers attempt to whether surgery shouid be carried out.
continue working using painkillers. The Lidcombe Workers' Health Centre found
result of this is a major secondary that only nine out of nineteen patients
problem of workers falling into a pattern who had undergone surgery had had the
of daily use of drugs, especialJy anal- test. Only one of the nineteen had been
gesics. Workers report management cured. This was the only patient with
encouraging drugs as a 'cure' for com- simple carpal tunnel syndrome. Thirteen

Process line work can mean thousands of repetitive movements in a day. When the
painful symptoms of repetitive injury appear many sufferers remain silent in fear
of losing their jobs if they complain.
plaints; some factories have an aspirin patients believed themselves worse off
or analgesic dispenser on the factory after the operation and eleven thought
permanently
crippled .
floor. Often subsequent chronic pain , themselves
disturbed sleep, and loss of hand or arm Furthermore it seems that a number of
use is compounded by depression and patients had gone through with the
family and marital strains, which in operation because they feared that the
turn lead to anti-depressants, sedatives insurance company would claim that
t hey were malingerers and discontinue
and tranquillisers .
Treatments given for RI apart from workers ' compensation payments.
But it is not only doctors who do
medication include rest , support (sling) ,
plaster , ultrasound , acupuncture, corti- not understand RI. Health workers in
sone inj ections , other physiotherapy, gen eral have failed to come to terms
and surgery. The effectiveness of these with the problem .. In one case a physiotreatments in relieving pain varies fr9m therapist suggested to a woman with
individual to individual and there is no tenosynovitis contracted through her
certain cure . Som e treatments, parti- work as a typist that typing with a
cularly ultrasound and physiotherapy, manual typewriter would be therapeutic.
are painful in t hemselves. Cortisone can Another woman visited a clinic and was
cause pain and sweIJing and has side- asked to circle true or false to 566
effects which are not yet fully under- questions when she was unable to write
without pain . Patients complain that
stood.
Many specialists are quick to encour- little attempt is made to explain their
age surgery as 'instant r elief'. Surgery is condition or treatments to them. Nor
in fact an appropriate treatment for do their experiences or opinions seem
only one
condition , simple carpal to count . It is interesting to note
tunnel syndrome. However, where carpal that, despite the many treatments
tunnel syndrome is secondary to teno- prescribed, patients at Lidcombe rated
synovitis , surgery is at best useless and the two most beneficial treatments as
'rest' and 'none at all'.
at worst disastrous .
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The new technology has its dangers. Among them repetitive strain injury.
Yet even medical recognition that injury means that husband and children
one is suffering from RI can mean a must ta~e over household duties, but
great deal. At the least it means being when thts goes on for months or years
able to produce a medical certificate to strains in the family relationships may
prevent an immediate sacking, and the appear. There may be pressure from
chance to claim for workers' compen- husbands and children to continue with
sation. Theoretically any worker injured household duties. Marital problems and
at work is automatically entitled to marriage breakdowns do occur and
compensation. In practice this is not there can also be tensions with friends.
true. Individual workers find themselves
There are also the economic burdens.
at odds with hostile companies conniving People doing unskilled jobs are usually
with powerful insurance companies working as an economic imperative. The
both determined to deny liability.
loss of this income is a serious blow to
Companies have used private inves- families as well as to individuals. People
tiga tors to follow, photograph and visit whose spouses work cannot receive
workers in their homes to gather evi- ,sickness benefits .
dence or simply to intimidate. In court
Despite the rising number of comsome workers may ruin their case by pensation cases nothing is being done to
statements such as 'I can't do anything stop this production of invalids. Governat all' only to have insurance company ments have made no specific legislation
lawyers produce photographs to prove to cover RI, and government factory
the contrary simply because some inspectors are typically male and have
people, especially women with families, social and economic interests far closer
will try to do as much as possible to management than to working women.
despite the pain. Yet such evidence Management is usually given advance
cannot prove that these tasks do not notification of inspection and workers
cause pain or that the sufferer is able report 'clean ups' in preparation, for
to return to earning. Barristers have example, slowing down the process line.
also raised the sexual or psychiatric If there were Jaws to prevent employers
history of workers in order to have the setting up the work processes which
complaint dismissed as 'emotional'. induce RI, and if inspectors were symInjured workers are often under such pathetic and adequately trained , the
stress that they can be persuaded to cause of much suffering could be
accept settlements well below what is eliminated.
possible.
Work-induced RI is co111pletely preRI means not only pain and loss of ventable through sound work practices
job but also the impossibility of return- including job rotation, slowed process
ing to the only work at which the lines, properly designed tools and
sufferer is experienced . For many it seating, the removal of the bonus
also means almost total disruption to system, and adequate rest breaks.
daily life. It means that simple tasks However the attitude of management,
such as cooking, shopping, gardening, courts and governments has tended to
dressing and cleaning teeth cause be 'blame the victim'. As with other
great pain. Most hobbies and sports occupational injuries, worker apathy
must be abandoned. Even social life and carelessness arc regarded as the
becomes difficult; eating out, dancing causes . Thus it is left to employers to
or even mingling in a crowd can be voluntarily regulate and eliminate
ordeals. Being unable to perform simple hazards from their workplaces. There
everyday tasks can eventually result in arc no legal obligations to do so nor
mental stress and depression.
penalties for not doing so . This approach
In the case of married women the is remarkable for its naivety. It is
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generally not in the financial interests
of employers to provide healthy and
safe workplaces or to maintain wellinformed and well-trained workforces.
Specialisation of the work process
enhances efficiency, at least as far as
company profit is concerned, and in
times of high unemployment it is easy
for employers to replace injured workers,
especially in jobs where little or no
training is required.
Employers have in many cases
invested millions of dollars in setting
up a system which is most profitefficient. In some areas - for example
data processing - the system is part of a
national or even a global network . in
su.::h industries employers are scarcely
keen to reorganise work processes for
the sake of the health of a few hundred
workers.
Workers with RI face years of pain
and financial loss, and some sustain
permanent damage. It is certainly
permanent in the sense that they can
never return to similar work and no
employer would knowingly employ
them anyway. Occupational health and
safety arrangements are hopelessly
inadequate to deal with the problem.
Immediate measures for combating RI
include:
• making RI a notifiable disease so
that action may be taken against processes which induce RI;
• training inspectors to recognise
dangerous work conditions and giving
them power to enforce preventative
measures;
• making information on hazards and
workers' compensation available to all
workers;
• taking
criminal
action
against
employers responsible for RI-inducing
practices, or for sacking workers on
compensation; and
• establishing a fair workers' compensation system under which workers are
compensated automatically and for as
long as necessary.
In Sweden workers are obliged by
legislation to form health and safety
committees. These committees have
powers of inspection, access to information, the right to stop unsafe and
unhealthy work processes and to be
involved in job planning and workplace
design. There is also government research
into hazards funded by a levy on
employers. Similar legislative arrangements are supported by the ACTU
policy on occupational health and
safety .
Behind any such policy and legislative
changes lies the one essential recognition :
that worker health and safety must
come pefore profits and production,
and in the case of RI in particular, that
injuries to women workers merit attention no matter how invisible the complaint. As one woman put it, 'The
issue is firstly that we are women and
secondly that we are women with
tenosynovitis '.

Martial
power
By Wistu la Zelen

•

Martial law was declared in Poland in
December I 981. Thousands of activists
and workers were rounded up and
imprisoned in concentration camps
across the country. Only one month
later, in January 1982, the martial law
regime decided to commence a nuclear
power program with a target of 25 000
megawatts (MW) generating capacity by
the year 2000. Although the announcement of the program may have been
coincidental with the declaration of
martial law, people in Poland wou ld
have been expected to strongly oppose
the implementation of such an ambitious
nuclear program, leading to further
public protests which the Polish authorities could not countenance.
The Polish people would question
the need for nuclear power. Poland is
well endowed with anthracite, brown
coal, peat and oil, and some of these
energy resources are regularly exported
to Russia. Before the imposition of
martial law, there was an incredibly
strong peace and anti-bomb movement
in Poland which would have seen nuclear
reactors as key targets in a nuclear war.
Since the end of World War 11, Polish
streets have been adorned with peace
slogans, some of them official Party
propaganda formulated from popular
demands, others posted by workers in
the community. People in Poland
develop an understanding of the effects
of radiation at a very early age from
their civil defence training in pre-school
and from their later schooling. Children
know that the biological effects are
impossible to escape.
Poland has similar coal resources to
New South Wales, and would be crazy
to embark on a high capital cost adventure into nuclear power. It would add to
the country's huge billion dollar loan
repayments and do little to address the
problem of drastic food shortages
within Poland. The Polish authorities,
preoccupied with the need to pay
interest on massive international loans,
are desperately trying to get the nation
back to the workplace to produce goods
for export. Farm produce and manufactured goods are exported directly to
the West and to the USSR for re-export.
Large installations such as electricity

Worker at Ewa nuclear
research reactor in Poland .
generation plants are usually constructed
with labour imported from Japan,
Britain and the USA, which further adds
to the country's debt.
Poland's previous nuclear experience
has been limited. Ewa, a small research
reactor installed 25 years ago for Soviet
and Polish nuclear science research at
the Nuclear Research Institute at
Swierk, has been used for experimentation and for the production of radioactive isotopes for industry and medicine. The Ewa reactor suffered ageing
problems similar to those of the Hifar
reactor at Lucas Heights near Sydney,
and had to be modernised to try to deal
with increasing dangers. The experience
gained during Ewa 's construction and
upgrading was used in the construction
of a second and more powerful reactor,
Maria, and in modernisation of similar
reactors in East Germany and Hungary.
The Australian Atomic Eriergy Commission's 1981 annual report indicates
that Poland had only one nuclear power
plant under construction in 1980-81,
of capacity 410 MW. This is probably a
reference to Maria.
The 25 000 MW installed capacity
by the year 2000 has been qualified by
's peoialists':
. . . the present economic crisis should not
deter us [Poland] from installing at least
15 000 megawatts in nuclear power plan4.
The social effort in this respect, spread over
the next 18 years, seems to be a must.
(Panorama Poland, September 1982)
This lower estimate of installed capacity,
if realised, would still be more than
those of the present atomic energy
programs of Spain and the United Kingdom, and slightly less than Canada's.
Poland's neighbour, East Germany, has
five operational reactors with l 71 5 MW
total installed capacity and another eight
under construction with a planned
combined capacity of 3280 MW.
The first of the proposed nuclear
power plants is to be constructed

beside Lake Zarnowiec, a small glaciai
lake 5 km from the northernmost tip of
Poland, and linked to the already polluted Baltic Sea by a river channel. The
area is low-lying marsh and peatland
surrounded by extensive agricultural
land which could be affected by planned
and accidental discharges of radioactive
wastes from the reactor. And Lake
Zarnowiec is only 60 km north-west of
the Gdansk dockyards. These dockyards
have been, and continue to be, the
scene of numerous workers' revolts,
marches and political gatherings. The
docks will receive shipments of reactor
parts over the next decade. However, on
14 October 1982 the Gdansk dockyards
were declared a 'military establishment',
Workers who go on strike or do not turij
up for work face severe penalties, froll).
long jail sentences for 'insubordination',
to death for 'desertion'.
Poland's experience and that of other
countries with already established
nuclear programs, should warn the
worldwide anti-nuclear movement to
prepare for further legal restrictions
intended to silence their opposition.
The multinational nuclear industry
still has a lot of hardware to clear out
of its warehouses before it goes to
ground. We need to be forever vigilant .
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As Chain Reaction goes to press,
conservationists are waiting for
the gazettal by the NSW parliament
of the NSW government's October
1982 decision to proclaim 90 000
hectares of rainforest as national
park. Jenny Quealy reports on the
employment implications of this
decision and dispels the timber
industry's claim that jobs will be
lost.
On Tuesday 26 October 1982 the
NSW Rainforest Cabinet Committee
came to a decision about the fate of the
state's
remaining rainforests . This
decision entailed dedicating 90 000
hectares of forest as national parks ,
with the National Parks and Wildlife
Service of NSW to undertake caretaker
responsibilities. The state government
also allocated an initial $1 million subsidy to the timber industry to promote
development of technology for handling
alternative timbers and to assist affected
companies during the transition period .
This will ensure that no jobs are lost as a
result of the establishment of the parks.
The NSW government must be congratulated for encouraging environmentally sound employment at a time
when there is enormous pressure from
the timber industry and the NSW
Labour Council with their 'jobs before
trendy issues ' stand. The timber industry
and the Forestry Commission say their
position is 'unsure ' and 'up in the air' as
a result of the decision. Despite assurances from ca bin et that alternative
supplies of timber are available for the
established mills (see table 1 ), the
industry is still claiming that jobs will
be lost. A Labour Council spokesperson ,
Peter Spann , told Chain Reaction that
after June 1983 , when quotas are to be
reassessed, employment in the industry
will be 'shot to pieces ' . This is false and
misleading in the extreme. As the
National Parks and Wildlife Service
(NPWS) newsletter has stated, there are
enough rainforest timber quotas from
the areas to be declared national park,
with timber supplies from other areas,
to keep the industry in full operation
while mills are converted to take the
alternative hardwood timbers. This will
keep the industry buoyant and jobs
intact.
The rainforest policy has averted the
collapse of that section of the timber
industry which relies on rainforest
timbers, and is a positive step in the
current situation of high unemployment. If the Forestry Commission 's
proposed quotas had continued under
the Indigenous Forest Policy (1976)
of phasing out rainforest logging, the
Jenny Quealy is a member of the Chain
Reaction collective in Sydney and has worked
on forestry issues with the Total Environment
Centre and Friends of the Earth for several
years.
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situation for workers would have
been grim indeed. As table 2 shows,
quotas would eventually 'run out'
creating a situation where the mills
either closed and jobs were lost , or
would need to be converted to take
alternative timber supplies .
Contrary to the timber industry's
opinion that conservationists were out
to close mills and Cut employment ,
conservationists recognised that the
industry needed to have a serious look
at what would happen when quotas
were filled and timber was no longer
available. A pamphlet prepared by the
Total Environment Centre highlights
the concern for the jobs issue:
Employment in the timber industry on the
North Coast is declining yearly due to
rationalisation encouraged by the Commission
and the declining resource. If no action is
taken then by 1986 almost 300 out of the
487 jobs in the logging and processing of
rainforest timbers will be lost. Adoption of
the proposals would enable the Government
to secure these jobs on a long-term basis.
Conservationists have been consistently
concerned abou t the employment situation and the alternatives proposed
have largely been taken up by Wran 's
policy . This demonstrates that , as Milo
Dunphy director of the Total Environment C~ntre, stated, 'Conservationist s

Table 1
AREAS TO BE PROCLAIMED NATIONAL PARK, SHOWING MILLS AFFECTED QUOTAS AND ALTERNATIVE
TIMBER SUPPLIES
,
,
Rainforest area

Proposed gazettal

Mill involved

Quotas and sources of future timber
supplies

30 000 ha extension to present Border
Ranges National Park

Munro and Lever's plywood mill at
Grevillia near Kyogle

Sufficient rainforest timber to supply
quota till late 1980s. Thereafter
plantation hoop and bunya pine will
provide continuing supplies.

Goonimbar State Forest (3197 ha)
and part of Whian Whian State Forest
(975 ha) plus three adjoining plots
of Crown Land will be reserved as
Nightcap National Park

Standard Sawmilling Co at
Murwillumbah

Logging within the proposed park
will not recommence. Alternative
timber supplies from outside the park
will be available until early 1984.

35 000 ha will be reserved as
Washpool National Park, and
additions will be made to the
Dorrigo National Park

Big River Timbers Pty ltd veneer
mill at Grafton

Quota for Big River Timber will be
halved to 25 300 cubic metres. An
eight-year transition period has been
suggested to change the mill to take a
non-rainforest resource base.

Black Scrub

6000 ha in the western section of
the Bellinger River State Forest will
be included in the New England
National Park

The Forestry Commission has
withdrawn its proposal to log the
Black Scrub area due to economic and
environmental problems; no local
mills will be affected as none rely on
timber resources from this area

Hastings

15 000 ha of the Mount Boss, Mount
Seaview and Doy Ies River State
Forests wi II be added to the
Werrikimbe National Park and
Mount Seaview Nature Reserve

Hancock Bros and Veneer Timber
Products

Border Ranges

Nightcap

..

Wash pool

Barrington Tops

Mills to be supplied limited rainforest
resources equivalent to present rate
of cut till mid-1984 from alternative
areas as identified by FORTECH.
The Forestry Commission will then
arrange for these mills to adjust to
non-rainforest timbers.

No decision finalised . There are presently no general-purpose rainforest logging operations allowed. Relevant government
departments to report on additions and boundaries.

Source : Peter Prineas, 'The Rainforest Decision - A question of finding the logs', National Parks Journal, Vol 26 No 6, Dec/Jan 1982/3, p B.
'Rainforests - A momentous decision', Parks & Wildlife News, Vol 1 No 1, Summer 1983, p 1.
see consideration of employment as a
key factor in sound environmental
planning and believe the provision of
employment is compatible with th e
preservation of the environm ent .'
There are six major rainforest areas
identified by the ca bin et com mittee.
Table I lists each region and the area
proposed for protection as national
park.
.
The cabinet committee based therr
findings for Washpool and Hastings on a
report by Forest Technical Services Pty
Ltd (FORTECH) , a Canberra-based
company of forestry consultants who
· have worked on projects for the World
Bank the United Natidns , and twelve
overs~as countries. This group's work is
obviously respected and their standing
high, despite attempts by the forestry
industry to damn them. In a press
statement from the Forest Pro ducts
Associations (FPA) on 28 October
I 982 executive director, Keith Jordan ,
said, '<the Department of Environment
and Planning appears to have placed
complete reliance on the FORTECH
report a document the industry considers 'to have been based on incorrect
assumptions.' It was an obvious blow
for the Forestry Commission that the

Logging in the Hastings area, mid
North Coast, NSW.
Table 2
EMPLOYMENT IN RAINFOREST
LOGGING AND MILLING IN NSW
Mill

Number
Expected date
employed of exhaustion
of millable
trees

Munro and Lever
95
(Kyogle)
Standard Saw47
milling (Murwillumbah)
Robb and Brown
11
(Urben ville)
Bruce Roper
30
(Armidale)
Big River Timbers
90
(Grafton)
Cemac Oxley
151
(Wauch ope)
Hancock Bros
31
(Wauch ope)
Veneer and Timber 32
Products
(Wauchope)

1996
1986
1993
1982
1992
1986
1986
1986

Source: Jobs and Rainforest, pamphlet
published by the Total Environment Centre.
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30 .... committee relied on FORTECH's report
rather than on Commission reports
which have tended to be more favourable
to the timber industry's views.
One area under heavy dispute, Washpool was not given total national park
statu's. The area is in Don Day's electorate of Clarence. Day was a member of
the committee. The original quota
available to the logging industr,y was
52 000 cubic metres; this was reduced
to 25 300 cubic metres, to be logged
l:fy Big River Timbers Pty Ltd . This
compromise appears to have bee~ a
political concession to Day, keepmg
J1lis seat relatively safe.
There is also some dispute over the
Hastings and Barrington Tops areas,
with the timber industry pressing for a
change of boundaries in the former
region. Boundary changes would , however, upset the ecological value of having
a total catchment preserved and would
be detrimental to the idea and practice
of rainforest conservation as identified
by ttie committee. The Barrington Tops
area still has to be discussed in cabinet
3 2 Chain Reaction

before any decisions are made on its
fate. Mr Falconer from the Forestry
Commission told Chain Reaction that
there will be a two-to-three-month
.
period to thrash out these details.
The fight for rainforest conservation
in NSW has been long and bitter. Much
mud has been slung, especially sin~e the
decision was announced. The timber
industry has branded conservationists
and concerned individuals with many
unwarranted names and attributes. For
example, Mr MacGregor-Skinner of
Standard Sawmills, in a press release
dated 27 October 1982, said: 'the
Government should have made a decision
w.hich supports the timber industry
. .. instead of locking up the forests
at the whim of a small violent noncontributing uninformed minority .'
Barrie Unsworth of the NSW Labour
Council contributed to this side of the
struggle with a somewhat amusing relay
of stories in the Sydney Morning
Herald on the type of cars owned by
conservationists, and with his statements
to Wran before the decision was formulated classifying conservationists as the

'new middle Volvo class'. The search
was 'on fo r 'a conservationist with a
Volvo - none was found. (Interestingly
Unsworth drives a large Ford limousine ,
and lives at Turramurra.)
Besides the mudslinging, the industry
has been . using misleading terms to
describe the changeover of rainforest
areas to national park status. The use
of terms in press releases such as 'locked
up', implying that these areas will be
under lock and key and therefore
inaccessible to the public, is an example.
Other press statements indicate that
the industry is trying its hardest to con fuse the public and exert pressure on
the government for changes to the
policy. In one statement dated 27
October 1982 Jordan (FPA) states:
'it is now even more obvious that Mr
Wran has fallen for the propaganda put
out by the preservationist movement ',
and goes on to dispute the government's
assurances of alternative timbers, calling
them 'mythical'. Jordan continues, very
provocatively, 'nor is it necessarily the
final Cabinet decision [as) industry
experience with the Border Ranges
shows that Cabinet decisions can be
overturned ... '
It is obvious from these statements
that the industry may try to stall the
gazettal of the proposed national
parks, to procure more concessio_ns [or
their own profitability. Conservat10msts
must be wary of the animosity of the
timber industry and continue to applaud
and support the government's decision .
Conservationists throughout Australia strongly support the Wran government's decision on rainforests. This
feeling was witnessed by Joan Staples
of the North Coast Environment Council
at a national forestry activists meeting
in Melbourne late last year, where the
general consensus was that NSW has
achieved the major forestry victory in
Australia .
The Australian Conservation Foundation in its newsletter of December
1982 commented, 'ACF believes the
NSW decision sets a new standard of
. ecological responsibility in Australia.
It calls on the governments of other
states containing rainforest to follow
suit.'
The NSW government's decision is
particularly significant in recognising
the importance of employment as a
key factor in environmental planning.
If the gazettal passes through parliament
without alterations to the October
decision it will have been a major victory
for environment groups.

Film
Greetings from Wollongong . Produced
by Steel City Pictures Collective,
directed by Mary Callaghan, 35 mm,
colour, 40 minutes. Available from Film
Exchange, Tel: (02) 33 5360.
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Contact: More information may be obtained
from Total Environment Centre, 18 Argyle
St Sydney NSW 2000. Tel:(02)274717;
N~tional pa{ks and Wildlife Service, GPO Box
2666 Sydney, NSW 2001. Tel: (02) 27 7971;
Natio'nal Parks Association, 399 Pitt St,
Sydney, NSW 2000. Tel: (02) 264 7994.
Action: Letters of support and congratulations
can be sent to the Premier and the Rainforest
Cabinet Committee, c/- Parliament House,
Macquarie St, Sydney, NSW 2000.
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It is sadly appropriate that Wollongong
is referred to as the 'Leisure Coast' for thousands of teenagers living in the
region, there are few alternatives to the
imposed idleness of unemployment.
Just over a year ago, about 200
people attended the Vista Theatre in
Wollongong to witness the end result of
a unique community project - a 40minute film called Greetings From
Wollongong which portrays the lives of
some of these teenagers. It tells the
story of two unemployed teenage girls,
Debbie and Gina, 'who are growing up
in a coastal town, and their Iess-thansatisfactory relationships with boys.
Debbie is a single parent. Gina is the
Australian -born daughter of an Italian
family. Both live at home in bluecollar Cringila, a suburb of Wollongong
surrounded by steelworks, with a large
migrant population suffering greatly
from Australian Iron and Steel's massive
retrenchments.
The film's style lies somewhere
between fiction and documentary. It
has no distinct plot, climax or resolution. A day in the lives of the two girls
is depicted, and this is a catalyst for a
documentary, a series of images and
events which independently examine
issues associated with unemployment.
There are many pressures which
make being unemployed worse, and
which are contrary to the needs of
people living on very limited incomes.
Perhaps the most profound of these
pressures comes from advertising and
the popular media, which imply that
consumerism is part of normal living.
But people on the dole don't have the
means to be good consumers. This
polarity is nicely demonstrated in the
film by an opening shot featuring a soft
drink advertisement . Suddenly the
filmed sequence cuts to animation, still
featuring the same billboard. Across the
bottom of the ad comes a line of
jingles and cliches. The young models
are replaced with photos of Gina,
Debbie and two friends, Steve and
Hickey. The words read : "unemployment in the 80s .. . the real thing .

Greetings From Wollongong' .
'The reason I wanted to be involved
in th.e film,' said 19-year-old Tina
Waller, who plays Debbie, 'was to let
people know what it's like to be unemployed. The film can't offer any suggestions to improve the situation . I don't
think anyone really can - but at least
people should try to understand what
it's like.'
'I know what it's like to be unemployed and female in this city - it's a
dead end', lamented 20-year-old Lorraine
PaJamara, who plays Gina. 'Unlike
most cities, Wollongong centres around
the steelworks and related industries,
which even in better times offered few
opportunities for women . Now the
whole industry is winding down.'
Tina agreed, 'It seems so much
harder for girls to get decent work
anywhere, not just in Wollongong.
Guys at least can usually find casual,
labouring jobs, but girls seem to require
far more skills and qualifications . Even
if you do have the skills, chances are
that when you apply for a vacancy there
are dozens of other equally qualified
girls going for the same job.'
Another burden for unemployed
girls, according to Tina, is heing deprived
of many commodities girls are expected
to have. 'I don't think being female is
a handicap - I enjoy being 3 girl. But
these days girls are under pressure to ·
have lots of nice clothes and jewellery,
not to mention an array of cosmetics.
These are luxuries you simply can't

afford on the dole .'
Another issue the film deals with is
migrant unemployment. 'For some
migrant kids, unemployment can be a
real problem', says Lorraine. 'Apart
from language problems, many_ of
these kids come frotn families where
the work ethic is particularly strong,
and it's very difficult when these
expectations can't be met.'
Greetings From Wollongong was
written and directed by Mary Callaghan,
and was produced by the Steel City
Pictures Collective. Filmed with a
budget of about $45 000, it was made
with assistance from the Women's
Film Fund, the Australian Film Commission and the Department of Youth
and Community Services.
Apart from Geoff Morell and Gordon
Streek, most of the actors were unemployed with no previous acting experince . Nonetheless, the quality of performances is extremely high. The film
also has an impressive soundtrack, with
songs from Mental as Anything, Sekret
Sekret, Johnny Burnaway and a Wollo,n gong band, Sunday Painters.
Despite its overall success, wh~n
Greetings from Wollongong was shown
to a private audience of local comm unity, union and civic representatives
last September, the result was - astonishingly - threats of action to prevent
its distribution. Retailers objected to
one scene which showed a store manager
harassing a female employee. They
claimed the store could be identified by
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Burning an Illusion Directed by Menelik
Shabazz , 16 and 3 5 mm , co lour ,
107 minutes. Available for rent or sale
from Sydney Filmmakers Co-0perative,
Tel:(02)330721

the uniforms worn by characters in the
film. Local journalist and town identity
Ethel Hoskins Hayton MBE commented
that 'anyone who saw the film would
give Wollongong a wide berth'. The
Lord Mayor, Frank Arkell , made a
rather puzzling statement that 'just
because a child has buck teeth , you
don't have to point it out to him'.
Yet there was also a reaction in
favour of the film. Wollongong Positive
Action Committee member Sid Long
said that at least the film had a positive
approach to the problem. Greetings
From Wollongong 'was a product of
which any city could be proud ,' Mr
Long said . He said the Positive Action
Committee had been formed to counter
'knockers' in the community.
The person perhaps most startled
by the criticism was director Mary
Callaghan:
At fust I was astonished - I couldn't believe
anyone could be offended by the film . We
had three objectives when we made the
film - we didn't want it to be patronising,
negative, or offensive.
I think some people may have been
upset because they thought I was a Sydney
filmmaker trying to give their town a bad
name. The fact is I was born and raised in
Wollongong. Having spent 17 years there, I
feel very deeply for the region and its current
problems. That's precisely why I made the
film - I was very concerned with the quality
of life in Wollongong, especially for those
who have been affected by the recession. I
was particularly interested in the effect
unemployment had on people - how a
force beyond their control instilled a notion
of failure among youth; how it affects
migrants with a strong work ethic.
Steel City Pictures was formed two years
before we started filming. It was a mammoth
project designed to involve as many people
as possible: to find out as much about the
issues as we could. We didn't want to make
just another hard luck story with talking
heads. Instead the film is very constructive it shows development within peer groups
against negativity. The making of Greetings
From Wollongong was a successful community exercise. It involved people who
otherwise would probably never have had
the opportunity to make a film. This is their
film. They're proud of it. You don't spend
years on a project and then have it stopped.
Chris Donnolley
*Portions of this article appeared in the
Illawarra Mercury on 22 January 1982 and
8 October 1982.
Chris Donnally is a journalist on the lllawarra
Mercury and lives in Wollongong.

Burning an Illusion is a realistic , unsentimental and moving portrayal of the
way in which racism affects the day-today existence of black people in Britain
today . It is Barbadian-born Menelik
Shabazz 's first feature film. Issues of
racism women's oppression and class
struggl~ have been incorporated in the
narrative of the film .
The lead role is played excellently by
Cassie McFarlane , who, as Pat , strikes
up a relationship with Del, played by
Victor Romero . Pat, a receptionist ,
responds to being black in a hostile
white society by trying to adopt the
values of the dominant society - with
a little help from Barbara Cartland .
Del on the other h.and , is much more
aware of his status in society . He
moves in with Pat after a quarrel with
his father and then loses his job because
of standing up to a racist foreman . This
event brings to the surface their differing world views. Bitter fights follow Del is frustrated by his unemployment
and the powerlessness which ensues
and resorts to physical
from it
aggressio~ . Pat ultimately kicks him
out of her flat and life, but later takes
him back again .
On a night out at a club Del gets
arrested, badly beaten by the police
and given an unusually severe sentence.
From this point on the film expands
beyond the personal relationship to the
wider context of societal pressures. Pat 's
naivety is shattered as she encounters
the brutality and callousness of the
police and prison officials. For the first
time she comes to terms with herself
as a person of African descent in British
society. Del for his part begins to see
Pat and their relationship in a different
light. Conditions in prison only mak e
him more militant. The changes t hey
undergo are thorough but at all times
believable , as their experiences serve as a
catalyst for their transformations.
A very interesting and indeed for me
an instantly recognisable aspect of the
film is the way in which. the women
deal with problems with their men
and the system. They display a quiet
assertiveness and determination . On
one hand t hey r efuse to tolerate male
chauvinistic behaviour
even the
long-suffering Sonia (Beverley Martin)
finally gives Chamberlain (Malcolm
Fredericks) the boot. On the other
hand they realise that black wom en
and black men are oppressed by both
white women and men.
The photography is ex cellent . And
Shabazz has matched at: tor and character
perfectly : Victor Romero is a perfect
foil for Cassie Mcfarlan e. He very
capably executes th e task of moving

From the film Burning an Illusion.
from being charming and gentle to
being sexist , intense and militant, and
finally supportive .
Whilst the film is set in Britain its
relevance is almost universal. Shabazz
has succeeded in making a film that
deals with explosive issues in a truthful
and sensitive manner. The beautiful
African costumes and hairdos lend their
own visual charm to the film.
Christine Donts-Qunta
Christine Donts-Qunta works with the South
Africa Support Campaixn in Sydney.

Books
Nunawading Energy Study by the
Conservation of Urban Energy Group ,
Conservation Council of Victoria>
Melbourne 1982, 108 pages , $3 \Soft
cover) . To;ards a Sustainable Energy
Future for Victoria : an Energy Efficient
Scenario by B E Manton, Australian
Conservation Foundation, Melbourne ,
1982, 188 pages , $ 16 (soft cover) .
Victoria has been fortunate in having a
history of research, writing, and ~a!l1paigns around broad energy policies
and energy investments, particularly
SEC stations such as Newport and the
Driffield proposal. These two recent
reports build on this tradition . They
are major contributions from the
environment movement to new energy
policy for Victoria (and they give
encouragement to the other states).
The Nunawading Energy Study is the
outcome of two years work by the CUE
group , a devoted collective whose aim is
to develop and test urban and transport
planning strategies which meet the real
needs of people for employment,
recreation entertainment and social
interactio~ , while reducing energy
require men ts.
In 1978 the CUE group put together
the seminal work Seeds for Change. Their
study of Nunawading, an outer Me~bo~me
suburb , attempts to apply the pnnc1ples

of that earlier book to plan ning in o ne
municipality, at the invitati on of the
The Nuclear Environm ent by Les Da lt on .
·
local cou ncil. They propose a substan tia1 Frie nds of the Earth a nd Moveme nt
improve ment and reorga nisation of
Agai nst Uran ium Mining, Melbou rn e,
public transport combined wit h a 1983. Ava il ab le in Ma rch 1983 fro m
redistribution of communi ty services: Friends of t he Earth 366 Sm it h St
a local bus stop becomes a neighbour- Co lli ngwood, Vic 3066, or Movem~nt
hood house and milk bar ; th e railway Aga inst Ura nium Mini ng, Enviro nme nt
station, to whic h buses feed, beco mes Cent re, 285 Li ttle Lo nsda le St ,
t he heart of a revived local shopp ing Melbo urn e, Vic 3000, fo r $6 .00 plus
$ 1 .00 postage.
and service ce ntre.
This strategy attacks directly the
predominance of t he private car, t he When I was fir t asked to review t his
growth of gian t car-based shopp ing book, 1 was a bit int rigued. Anot her
centres, and the cont inued u r ban book on uranium mi ning and nuclea r
sprawl. It proposes in their place more power in Austra lia! I .mea n , hasn 't it all
·medium-density h ousing developmem bee n said before? Yo u know, R ed Light
and t he restriction of growth to the for Yellowcake , Ground fo r Concern ,
points at which publi c transport is t he Ra nger Inqui ry repo rts a nd th e
available: neighbourh ood, local and FOE/MAUM responses to them, t wo
district centres, and t he ce ntral business books on Maralinga, . .. it's all been Illustration from Th e N u clear
pretty well documen ted.
district.
E n vironm ent: fish swim around dumped
The energy implications of the study
Well , frankly, if you've read so me of barrel of radioactive waste .
are as dramatic as its political implications. t hose and kept up wit h the most impo rtApplying its 'cluster and connect' prin- ant stories "whic h have surfaced in t he tailings at Po rt Pirie and Byro n Bay , are
ciples of planning would enable people la t few years, you won't learn much all well covered . On t he internationa l
to be better off both sociall y and t hat's new by read in g Th e N u clear scene, we lea rn , fo r exampl e, t hat plans
financiall y - by some $35 a week for Environment. In fac t , you might be have recently been revea led in t he UK
average house hold - while saving nearly quite bored by it. On the other ha nd, fo r special bomb shelters to ensure the
70% of the transport fuels consumed by if you 're a school teache r look ing fo r a surviva l of th e technocratic, burea utrips to work, shopping, ed ucation, good reference book fo r yourself a nd cratic and military elites.
your st udents, it's a q uite excell ent
rec reation or holidays.
Th e co mpilatio n o.f the book has
By contrast, the ACF 's An Energy publication . It covers all related matters obviously involved a copious number o f
Efficiency Scen ario covers more familiar and is right up-to-date, inexpensive perso n-hours. There has been admira ble
terri tory . Nevertheless its lessons are j ust and very clearly written .
atte ntio n to detail and a lo t of effo rt
as important. It sets o ut to estimate just
The book's t hirteen chap ters look at has been mad e to grab and hold t he
how much energy coul d be saved through all aspec ts of the nu clea r i ndustr y , reader 's interest.
a rigorou s energy conservation program starting wit h the Greek ph iloso ph er,
Afte r a slo w start , th e issue of
in Victoria.
Democrit us (who, 2000 years ago, uran iu m an d nuclear power is now
Energy conservation is o n,' of those proposed, but was unable to pro ve, . fi rmly em bedded in th e curricula of
issues on which everyone agrees but few t hat everyt hing in hat ure is made up most secondary sch ools. If t his book is
take very seriou sly. The resu lts of t he of atoms) . It takes us t hro ugh t he well marketed it should fi nd i ts way
ACF stud y, however, suggest that va rio us stages of t he discovery of o n to quite a fe w library sh elves.
energy savings are pote ntially as import- radioactivity and develop ment o f t he Al ~ho ugh th e price at $6 .00 is already
ant an energy 'source' as oil or gas. born b, urani um mining, enrichm ent, rat her low, a sm all discount fo r bulk
Annu al energy savi ngs after twenty react;or operatio n , waste disposal , t he purchases by schoo ls could help it to
years wo uld be as great as presen t total impact of radiation o n hea lt h a nd t he beco me a best seller in th e field .
co nsumption by Victorian indu stry if e nvironment, a nd t he alternatives.
Neil Barrett
the state governmen t adopted the sort
The fo ur chapters o n the alte rnatives
Neil
Barrett
works
fo
r
Environment
Audioof policies recommended. Economic to t he nuclear society make it clea r
growth coul d con tinue o n no more that t he debate is not j ust about which Visua/s and has worked with Friends of the
energy tha n curre ntly u sed, and renew- energy so urces will be t he safest o r t he Earth on anti-uranium campaigns.
able energy sources wo uld be able to most efficient. It is also very mu ch
substantially reduce ou r de man ds fo r co ncern ed with the social implica tio ns
of energy systems . A nuclea r societ y is Exiles at Home : Australian Women
fossil fuel .
By comparison with t he CUE study, certai n lo be more cent ralised , a nd Writers 1925-1945 by Drusilla Modjeska,
the political premises of th e ACF study _ mo re lik ely to rest rict personal li berty Siri us, Melbo urn e, 198 1, 283 pages
like its tech nical assu mptions _ seem t ha n is a solar society based on small- $ 19.95 ( ha rd cover). Sugar Heaven by
conservative. Unfortu nately, this does scale tec hn ology a nd a thri ft y a pproach J ea n Deva nn y, Redback Press,
Melbo urn e, 1936, rep rin ted 198 _,
·t
· 1 ·
ill b
to energy use .
t
no mea n I s co ne us10ns w
e readily
Of co urse, all t his has been saicl 3 17 pages, $8 .95 (pa perback).
accepted. The barriers to any comprehensive
conservation program iu-e before. But to my knowledge, it hasn 't Acco rdi ng to No rm an Mail er, 'the oRe
considerable. Both CUE and the ACF ever been ex plain ed so clea rl y all in th e t hrn g a writer has to have is ba lls'. Aft~r
project are now turning atte ntio n to the o ne place. Also, t he freq uent use of reading Drusilla Modje~ka 's book o n
political o bstacles which stan d in th e gra phics, qu o tatio ns a nd t he occasional Aust ralia n wo men wri ters of the t wenties
way of a sustainable energy future for ma p , helps greatly to explain t he text a nd thirti es o ne is mo re li kely to conVictoria.
a nd lo hold t he reader's in terest.
clu de th a t guts were essential rath er '
On to p of this, the boo k has th e than o ther parts of the anato my. The ,
Don Sie mon
A summary of the results of the ACF adva ntage 0f heing up-to-date . Events wo men she writ es abo ut had to be
stud y is available for the cost of postage of the last fow years, such as t he revel- prett y deter min ed . Generally t hey had a
from ACF,. 6728 Glenferrie Rd , al.io ns J bo ut t he 198 1 lea k at t he struggl e t o suppo rt th emselves a nd fulRa nger m~ne, t he co ntinuing fail ure to
Haw thorn, Vic 3 122.
:. ----....,_, - - - - - - - - - - - - . fi nd a s0lu t io n to t he waste pro hlt'm, fill o bliga tio ns to their fa milies: most
Do11 Siemon works 0 11 Victorian <'n<'r!(y issu<'s a nd th e rnws 0vcr t he use of radioact ive of t hem had to co nt end with th e prefor th e A ustralian Conservation Foundation.
do min a nt view tha t th eir writin g \\las
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choosing images for publication, how
often are photographs chosen merely
because they are aesthetically pleasing,
to attract people to the article they
illustrate? This is a question that
writers, designers and readers must ask
themselves if any publication is to be
understood in depth.
Too often visual images - be they
photographs or other graphics - are
used in the same way as in advertising,
to subliminally affect readers. Very
rarely are we encouraged to examine
an image to discover something new
about an issue. Usually the illustrations
just reinforce our existing ideas and
experiences. If you see a photograph of
demonstrators for a cause you support,
it only reinforces the idea that the
cause is just. It must be - other people
agree with you. And if you don't
support the cause, the demonstrators
are naive, misguided or just a nuisance.
The placement of visual images is
often carefully organised to make
recognition of a specific publication
easier. The Age, a Melbourne daily,
usually runs its lead story on the top
left-hand columns on page one and
balances it with a photograph on the
right-hand side of the page. Chain
Reaction has a house style as well,
the aim of which is to produce an
homogeneous appearance. What readers
can recognise easily is reassuring and
perhaps not conducive to encouraging
the close examination which may bring
about a change in their understanding.
This commentary is perhaps not
quite a review of Another Way of Telling
but more an attempt to look at some of
the issues it raises. The book attempts
to develop a theory of how photography works both on and with its
viewer, with particular reference to the
narrative a photograph seems to produce. Once the beginnings of this
theory have been established , there is a
lengthy photographic essay that is not
an illustration for the text, but is a
self-contained attempt to show how
photographs can be used consciously.
I believe the issues the book raises
are highly political, and extremely
relevant to any movement dedicated to
changing existing social value systems.
There has been a continuing debate
about the function and practice of
photography, and the use of imagery
and its political implications. For those
interested in following up these ideas I
recommend Another Way of Telling.
Rick Mitchell
Rick Mitchell is an unemployed non. -acaderuc
thinker.
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4~ generated. The power has
been earmarked for an
uranium enrichment facility
of the centrifuge type, a
prototype of which has been
developed in co-operation
with South African and
Japanese technologists at
Lucas Heights, Sydney.
Recent Tasmanian security
legislation overcomes the
inevitable democratic hurdles
to such a project while the
imminent showd~wn at the
dam site under the nuclear
industry's ubiquitous lawand-order catchcry will
pi:ove reassuring to the foreign
corporations and banks which
have been approached to
provide capital and expertise.
The combination of high
unemployment and available
power will in a few years
overwhelm any rational
debate on the intrinsic
desirability of a nuclear
Tasmania. It would be I
trust, supererogatory t~
point out that a uranium
enrichment facility while
providing Australia' with its
own nuclear option would be
a certain nuclear and terrorist
target. With the new dam
Tasmania goes nuclear. Is' that
what Tasmania }Vants? Is it
giving our kids a fair go?
Peter Rout
Savage River; Tas

World Bike

The 1983/84 Activist Contacts
listing will appear in the next
edition of Chain Reaction.
The listing includes groups
active on issues such as energy,
resources, environment,
labour, land rights, peace,
women's liberation, and gay
rights.
If you'd like to be listed, send.

us your group's name, address
and telephone numbers by
8 April 1983.
Send to: Activist Contacts,
Chain Reaction,
Room 14, Floor 4,
3 7 Swanston Street,
Melbourne Vic 3000.

Ride

I have spent the last three
months riding my bicycle
around Japan in a group with
seven other people from
Australia. We are the Japan
contingent of the World Bike
Ride for Peace, Disarmament
and a Nuclear Free Future.
This ride began from Canberra
in March 1982 with 45 riders
who travelled by bicycle up
the coast and across Australia
to Darwin by July, carrying
the message of Peace
and Disarmament and
protesting against Australia's
contribution to the nuclear
industry - the mining and
export of its 20% share of the
western world's uranium
deposits.
Two members of the Bike
Ride arrived in Japan in time
for the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Day Rememberances on
August 6 - 9 and attended
the world conference against
atomic and hydrogen bombs,
held at that time. Eight
members have cycled from
Hokkaido in the North to
Hiroshima. We will soon be

by two more riders
Ijoined
from Australia and will

madness now - demand an
end to the mining of uranium
complete the Japanese
in Australia, and let us work
segment of the ride in Nagasaki. together for a nuclear-free
Our Japanese travels have
world, so that we might all
shown us a strong peace
survive.
movement throughout
Miranda Wheeler
Japanese society - not
World Bike Ride for Peace,
surprising in a country where
Disarmament and a Nuclear
so many people live with the
Free Future.
Hiroshima/Nagasaki experiTokyo, Japan responsible for all the evils of
ences as an everyday memory.
the world.
We visited a hospital for bomb Nuclear war
There is a great deal of
victims today, where the
truth in her belief that the
people we spoke to repeatedly *Many of your features are
USA is guilty of subversion
expressed the wish that we tell excellently researched and
presented in a lucid, r~adable and economic repression.
the people of Australia and
and balanced manner. The
But only an idiot expects a
everywhere we travel, that
they never want anyone any- article on Antarctic pollution program of hate, accusations,
stands out in my memory,
and counter-terror could do
where to go through the hell
and before me as I write is the
anything except add paranoia
they have known since those
article by Beatty, Perinotto
to greed and arrogance
August days in 1945.
and Tarlo on Tasmanian dams resulting in yet more m'anic
These last weeks we have
and economy. So you can well -oppr!!ssion. Aggressors have
ridden through this same
country, over mountains
and valleys and along
spectacular coastlines dotted all too regularly with
looming concrete monsters the 24 nuclear power plants
constr~cted in Japan,
supplymg 15% of the
electricity which helps
maintain this country's high
0
standard of living. It has
appalled us to find that the
0
same people who work
ardently against nuclear
,lilil !IJJ!il !ilillilililllilllililJl
weapons proliferation are
often relatively ignorant
1about nuclear reactors and
their enormous hazards.
They have a poor record on
the accident register here,
as everywhere.
_We have heard of teenagers
bemg employed to work in
n11t"'l~~r
areas of high radiation in
imagine my disappointment
rarely turned bacK because
the reactors and of the
on reading that sackful of
they were unpopular!
'power plant gypsies' who go cliches written (or rather,
A more practical and
from one reactor to another
parrotted) by Pemberton! So creative response is to attempt
doing dirty work with little
flagrant is her use of technical to convince the Americans
safety equipment, and of
terms (eg 'reactionary') as
that it is not in their best
course, no medical records
value-judgements or emotive
interests to carry out or
are kept on them. Japan has
flags instead of descriptions
support such practices.
over 200 000 drums of
that I was reminded of a '
R Springett
radioactive wastes it wants to Spartacist comic.
Denistone, NSW
dump in the Pacific Ocean.
Objectivity and personal
Our Australian uranium is commitment are not enemies· *These letters have been
helping to fuel Japan's nuclear often a sense of r~tionally
' edited for space reasons.
power plants. The Australian controlled passion is the most
uranium mining industry is in convincing part of an
You are invited to write
criminal compliance with the advocate's case. Apparently
letters to Chain Reaction
warmongers and merchants
such discipline is too much
with your comments on the
who are bent on destroying
like hard work for Pemberton· magazine or on other issues
this planet.
' of interest. Letters should be
or perhaps, like me after
The people of the Bike
reading her ravings, she was
kept within 300 words so
Ride will soon travel further
not sure what she was driving that as many as possible may
in New Zealand, China, Russi~ at except to 'maintain the
be published. Longer letters
and to Europe, to the Peace
rage'. One thing is certain ; she may be edited. Write today
Conference in Berlin in May
offered no program for
to Chain Reaction, Room 14,
1983. From under the
changing an unsatisfactory
Floor 4, 37 Swanston St,
shadow of these reactors we
state of affairs, so intent was
Melbourne, Vic 3000,
urge you to help stop this
she to prove Uncle Sam
Australia.

'The USA has

~~~Ii~~~~ ~ill

[,
to power in the- it

post-war period ~~~0~ ~ ,(l@fltl}
which has_ ~~ ~rt
!
found
expre~~ ~
globally
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.,
in 1981 with the support of the Queensland Trades and Labor Council and is
funded entirely by contributions from
unions and individuals. It answers
requests for information about work
hazards from unions and workers, and a
library is available to workers who
want to do their own research. The
centre works with unions and workers
to set up health and safety committees
(both on the job and in unions) to
formulate policies and to launch campaigns around specific work hazards,
such as asbestos. It publishes the magazine Hazards.

7 GENTLE MUGS

Victoria
Workers Health Centre

WORKERS HEALTH CENTRES: Trades Hall
Workers Health Centres operate on the
following basic principles:
• All workers have the right to work
which is not hazardous to their health
• Prevention of work hazards is the
only way to good health in the workplace
• Information
about occupational
health is not private property to be used
for the economic gain of 'experts ' and
employers - it is the property of all
workers
• Workers have a critical role in identifying hazards and acting to correct them
through industrial action.
The centres support workers' struggles
for non-hazardous workplaces by collaborating with workers and unions to
identify , document and eliminate work
hazards.

New South Wales
Workers Health Centre
27 John St
Lidcombe
NSW 2141
Tel: (02) 646 3233
The NSW centre is funded from a
variety of sources including the state
government, unions , private donations
and medical income. It operates as a
collective, with no official positions. All
workers receive equal pay and have an
equal voice in decision making.
The centre provides information on
workers' health and safety, publishes,
pamphlets in a number of languages Arabic, English, Greek, Spanish, SerboCroatian and Turkish - and also produces the magazine, Work Hazards. It
acts as a meeting place for activist
groups - there are currently groups
working in four languages on the issue
of repetitive injuries. The centre also
conducts workplace inspections and
arranges for representatives to speak at
public meetings .

Queensland
Queensland Workers Health Centre
5th Floor Trades Hall
Edward St
Brisbane
Qld 4000
Tel:(07)2215199
The Queensland centre was established
40 Chain Reaction

54 Victoria St
Carlton South
Vic 3053
PO Box 93
Carlton South
Vic 3053
Tel: (03) 662 3926
The Victorian centre is funded exclusively by unions and has one full-time
worker, who answers queries related to
workers' health and acts as an advisor
on appropriate action. She also conducts on-site inspections of workplaces
and compiles reports on specific work
hazards which are published in languages
appropriate to the industry.
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votAT IS osHAG?

Workers Health Action Group {WHAG)
PO Box 271
Carlton South
Vie 3053
Tel: (03) 662 1333
WHAG is a group of trade unionists ,
activists and academics who are concerned with the issue of workers health .
The group organises general shopstewards' courses, which involve aspects
of workers health.

South Australia

Occupational Health Action Group
{OHAG)
31 Gilbert Place
Adelaide
SA 5000
South Australia
Tel: {08) 212 3722
Working Women's Centre
OHAG is a group of health, research
31 Gilbert Place
and industrial workers in South
Adelaide
Australia. They are currently working
SA 5000
~p_ecifically
on the issues of repetition
Tel: (08) 212 3722
rnJunes and workers compensation
The centre works specifically on issues legislation.
related to women workers' rights and
acts as a referral centre for health and OTHER GROUPS
legal resources. In particular, it works Occupational Health and Safety Unit
in conjunction with the Adelaide Trades Hall
Women 's Community Health Centre and PO Box 93
some official government channels. Carlton South
There are three full-time workers at Vic 3053
the centre who individually handle Tel: {03) 662 3511
specific areas, and who work in con- The OHS unit was established in 1981,
junction with a management committee. and although it is funded by the VicLeaflet-s are produced on particular torian Trades Hall Council, it acts on a
issues, including a 'Workers Compen- national basis in association with the
sation Kit ' and an 'Unfair Dismissal Australian Council of Trade Unions.
Kit'.
The . unit recommends the following
WORKERS HEALTH ACTION specific policies to be adopted by
unions:
GROUPS
• the appointment of workers' safety
New South Wales
representatives who shall be accountable
Occupational Safety and Health Action to the union ;
Group {OSHAG)
• the elimination of workplace hazards
Contact: Kaylene Chamberlain
or dangers, and refusal to accept pay{02) 357 33_78
ment for adopting hazardous or unsafe
or Angelo Kalafatis (02) 698 9988
working practices;
Workers Health Centre
• training of union officials and health
Lidcombe
and safety representatives in occuOSHAG is a group of rank-and-file pational health and safety, through
trade unionists and trade union officials the Trade Union Training Authority ·
who are actively concerned with • negotiation of health and safety'
improving workplaces. The members agreements with companies where there
see the only effective improvement to .is inadequate legislation.
health and safety in workplaces coming The Unit also publishes a 'Health and
as a result of involvement of unions and Safety Bulletin'.

Join us for an adventure of the rarest kind.
From sailing in the tropics to exploring the frozen
wi lderness of Antarctica. From trekking in the
Himalayas to riding camels across the vast deserts of
Asia. We offer adventures in every continent.
In Australia we present a stunning prcfgramme of
weekend and week-long outdoor activities . Ballooning.
windsurfing. climbing courses. bushwalking, abseiling,
hang-gliding. cycle touring. camel riding, diving,
caving. cross-country skiing and white-water rafting.
Sydney:

Ideal ,present
These mugs are made
of white porcelain. All
purpose use. Top
quality collectors
items.

AUSTRALIAN HIMALAYAN EXPEDITIONS
159 Cathedral Street Woolloomooloo NSW 2011
Phone (02) 357 3555
Melbourne:

O Set of 4 $24
O Full set of.7 $42

OUTDOOR TRAVEL CENTRE
377 Little Bourke Street Melbourn~ VIC 3000
Phone (03) 67 3354
Adelaide:

Add $2 for postage
Unconditional Money
Back Guarantee.

THOR ADVENTURE TRAVEL
Phone: (08) 212 7857

-----------------------------------~----Please send me your FREE colour catalogues of
adventure holidays. Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cheque or Money Order Enclosed

D

or Bankcard No.

Name .... . ... .

I I I I I II I I I I I I

Address ........ . .. . .. . ... .

Sig.. . .

.............

Exp. Date . .............. . ..... .

DYNAMO HOUSE, 38A Murphy St., Richmond, 3121. (03) 428 3636

WANT TO STUDY
THE ENVIRONMENT?

High Country

Walks

(4-7 Day)

Tasmania offers special opportunities
in this field.

The University of Tasmania offers a
two-year postgraduate degree for
Master of Environmental Studies
lly course-work or research, and
Doctor of Philosophy by research.

for information write to Dr R. Jones,
Centre for Environmental Studies,
University of Tasmania, GPO Box 252C,
Hobart 7001

Tasmania

the environment state

Crystal clear mountain streams, magnificent wildflowers & panoramic views are yours to enjoy this
summer. Our fully outfitted walking holidays are in
Kosciusko National Park & Tasmania.
Other Adventures include:-

eWhitewater Rafting
& Kayaking• Climbing
& Bicycle Touring
For a Brochure write to:Wildemess Expeditions
P.O. Box 755
Cooma NSW 2630
Telephone (0648) 21 587

